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Abstract

Acoustic sensing has played an important role in engineering and daily life, especially
in biomedical imaging and in the recently developed field of the Internet of Things.
Acoustic metamaterials are man-made materials composed of subwavelength unit
cells, and can be viewed as macroscopically homogenized media with effective material
properties non-existing in nature. Acoustic metamaterials provide new opportunities
for solving the challenges in acoustic sensing. This thesis is about exploring new
acoustic metamaterials and their applications in acoustic sensing.

The first part of the thesis is about new acoustic metamaterials. In this part,
two types of phase shifters are designed. When the frequency of the incident wave
changes, one type of them has constant time delay and the other has constant phase
shift. New acoustic metasurfaces are designed based on the phase shifters, includ-
ing acoustic binary phase grating that can realize highly efficient wave steering with
much less complex structure compared to previous metasurfaces, and acoustic flat
lenses with different steering angles and focusing locations for waves having different
frequencies. Besides the phase shifters for phase modulation, tunable amplitude mod-
ulation is also proposed and experimentally demonstrated by creating iD channels
in a hydrogel sheet. When the channels are filled with different materials and with
different filling ratios, the acoustic properties can be tuned by orders of magnitudes
over broad frequency ranges.

The second part of the thesis is about new acoustic sensing methods and sys-
tems. First, an acoustic imaging system that can expand the evanescent wave travel
distance and improve imaging resolution in far-field is proposed based on the binary
phase gratings and additional filter layers. Subwavelength imaging and edge detec-
tion for 1D slit objects is demonstrated experimentally with 3D printed prototypes.
Second, a system that can select the direction of acoustic transmission is designed
and experimentally demonstrated based on the combination of two acoustic binary
phase gratings. The double-grating structure is shown to select the direction and the
frequency at the same time. By stacking multiple double-grating structures that are
configured for different frequencies, the system for broadband direction selection is
proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Humans have developed various sensors and sensing technologies to greatly expand

our bio capabilities to interact with the environment. For example the microscopes,

telescopes, radars, sonars, etc. The length scale of interest ranges from as small as

molecules and cells to as large as the planet and the universe. Among all the sensing

technologies, acoustic sensing has played an unique and important role.

Earthquake Animal Hearing NDT and Medical Acoustic

Low Bass Notes Medical Therapy Diagnostics Microscopy
200

20Hz 20KHz 2MHz MHz

Acoustic
Infrasound (Human hearing) Ultrasound

Figure 1-1: Frequency ranges and applications of acoustic wave.

Acoustic wave propagates through the mechanical vibration of particles/structures,

and can propagate into structures without cutting and breaking, so the acoustic sens-

ing technologies are usually non invasive and non radiative [2]. The frequency of
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acoustic wave ranges from below 20Hz to above 200MHz. Each frequency range cor-

responds to an important area of application (Fig. 1-1). The infrasound range is used

to detect and predict the earthquakes. The human hearing range is from 20Hz to

20KHz, this range is mainly explored by audio industry. Ultrasound range above

20KHz is mainly used by medical diagnosis and therapy and nondestructive testing.

The ultrahigh ranges above 200MHz are applied to acoustic microscopy.

Particularly, ultrasound is one of the most important diagnostic imaging meth-

ods, allowing non-invasive, non-radiative and real-time imaging with resolutions in

sub-millimeter range [3, 4, 5, 61. Ultrasound has also demonstrated great potential

in manipulating cells remotely [7, 8] or destroying tissues 19, 10] in a non-invasive

manner, which will lead to breakthroughs in the fields of tumor treatment [11], drug

delivery [12], excitation of neurons [13], etc. Besides biomedical field, acoustic sensors

can support the rapid development of the Internet of Things with non-contact and

non-destructive sensing and diagnosis [14]. Comparing to conventional electronic and

mechanic sensors, acoustic sensors have great advantages in overcoming environmen-

tal obstacles, integration with human speaking and hearing capabilities, low cost of

deployment, and so on. On top of those advantages, acoustic wave is the only effective

option for wireless sensing and communications in deep ocean [151. Thus, acoustics

will be critical for the Internet of Things development both on-land and under water.

A typical setup for acoustic sensing system is shown in Fig. 1-2.The system tries

to image the scattering objects inside the background matrix (bio tissue or other

structures). An acoustic probe generates incident wave and collects reflected wave.

The incident wave will propagate into the structure and get reflected when meeting

scattering objects. The image of the scattering objects can be reconstructed from the

reflected waves.

As a field of long history and high importance, there are still various challenges

that need to be addressed in acoustic sensing. Due to the relatively low working

frequency range compared with other imaging or sensing techniques, the imaging res-

olution and information bandwidth of acoustic techniques are limited. The distortion

of acoustic beams at interfaces of various media and the absorption during propaga-
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Acoustic probe

Acoustic-, ) v e

Scattering objects

Figure 1-2: A typical setup for acoustic sensing system.

tion will introduce signal overlapping and reduce the signal to noise ratio, making it

more complicated to recover the original image or information computationally from

the measured data. The reflection of signals from different directions may also over-

lap with each other and cause the decrease of signal to noise ratio. In a sensor-rich

environment, information security and privacy would be another issue. Furthermore,

the currently existing synthesized materials used for acoustic techniques have the

disadvantages of limited bandwidth, large energy dissipation, difficulty in real-time

manipulation, high fabrication complexity and cost, and so on.

Over the last three decades, the emergence of acoustic metamaterials has provided

us with new, powerful materials to solve the existing challenges in acoustic sensing,

as well as to enable various novel effects, such as subwavelength imaging, negative

refraction, invisible cloaking and one-way sound transport [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Meta-

materials are formed by unit cells with deep subwavelength sizes. Macroscopically,

the metamaterials can be viewed as homogenized materials with exotic properties

that do not exist in nature. The first acoustic metamaterials is designed in year

2000 [21]. It is composed of locally resonant building blocks formed by solid spheres

coated with soft silicone rubber. The building blocks are then embedded in a hard
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matrix material. In a spring-mass model [21, 22] developed for the coated spheres,

the solid sphere acts like the mass, and the soft silicone rubber acts like a spring that

allows relative motions between the mass and the rigid matrix. Near the resonance

frequency, the dynamic mass density p of the block turn negative. The refractive

index n of a material can be expressed as n2 = p/t, where r, is the bulk modulus.

If p becomes negative, then n will be complex. The imaginary part of n induces

loss for wave propagation. The system will have bandgap because of the loss near

the resonance frequency. This is the first demonstration of exotic acoustic material

properties with acoustic metamaterials. Later, negative mass density is also realized

by decorated membrane resonators [23, 24]. The negative bulk modulus is realized

with soft rubber spheres suspended in water [25], subwavelength Helmholtz resonator

arrays [26], or an array of side opennings on a tube [23]. Negative index materials are

materials that demonstrate both negative density and negative bulk modulus at the

same time, which can be constructed by a waveguide with an array of membranes in-

side the channels and side openings 127], soft rubber spheres suspended in water [28],

coupled decorated membrane resonators [291, or space-coilling structures [30].

Acoustic metamaterials are the basis for achieving various novel functionalities,

such as phase/amplitude engineering and acoustic metasurfaces [31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 371, super-resolution imaging [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50],

impedance matching [51, 52, 53], transformation acoustics and invisibility cloak-

ing [54, 55], sound absorption [34, 56, 57, 58], as well as parity-time symmetry meta-

materials that extend the parameter values to complex domain [59, 60, 61] in order

to realize functions such as uni-directional transparency, nonreciprocal propagation,

and so on.

According to Huygens-Fresnel principal [62], each point on a wavefront acts as a

source for the wave distribution beyond the wavefront. By designing the phase/amplitude

distribution at the emitting plane, arbitrary field distribution in space can be real-

ized. Before the emergence of acoustic metamaterials, phase/amplitude engineering

is achieved by dynamically modulated acoustic transducer arrays, and applied to

generating complex acoustic beams such as self-bending beams with arbitrary tra-
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jectory [63], acoustic vortex beams for improving underwater communication data

rate 164], potential distribution for trapping and levitation of particles 165]. The large

number of transducers and the complex electronic circuits for controlling the trans-

ducers limit the broader applications of the phase/amplitude modulation. Acoustic

metasurfaces [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] are proposed to solve this problem. They

are composed of passive phase and amplitude modulators with subwavelength thick-

nesses. Each unit cell on the metasurface is designed to generate a phase shift or

amplitude modulation. Different unit cells are then arranged in a 2D plane to gener-

ate the designed phase or amplitude gradient. Researchers developed different ways

to realize phase and/or amplitude modulation. For example, the coiled waveguide

channels can generate larger phase delay compared to the straight channels with the

same thickness [33, 66]. By changing the length of the channels, the phase delay can

be tuned to cover the range of 0 to 27r. Another hybrid structure composed with a

straight channel and Helmholtz resonator side branches is proposed to generate de-

signed phase shift [67, 68]. In the mentioned two metasurface realizations, only the

phase is modulated. Later, the independent modulation of phase and amplitude is

achieved with lossy acoustic metasurfaces [69]. Bianisotropy is also added to metasur-

face unit cells to realize scattering-free manipulation of acoustic wavefronts [70]. The

different types of acoustic metasurfaces are applied to the construction of anomalous

reflection and refraction that obey the generalized Snell's law [32, 33, 71], self-bending

beams and vortex beams [67, 68], holograms [69, 72, 73] and so on.

a k 5; ko (a > Ao) a k > ko (a < Ao)

propagating evanescent

Figure 1-3: Illustration for diffraction limit.
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Similar to other imaging techniques, acoustic imaging also suffers from the diffrac-

tion limit [741. The high spatial frequency information will decay as leaving the object,

thus cannot be detected by a detector at far-field. As shown in Fig. 1-3, assume we

have an object that is periodic with period a. Large a means low resolution, and

small a means high resolution. Acoustic wave is incident on the object and gets scat-

tered. The incident wave is P, = Poe( t+"), where k = (27r/a)2 + y2 , and -y

is the wave vector in the wave propagation direction. If the period of the object is

larger than wavelength A of the incident wave, then the scattered wave is propagating

wave and can be captured by detector at distance away. If the period is smaller than

wavelength, the scattered wave is evanescent and will decay as it leaves the object.

A detector at distance away won't be able to capture those evanescent wave that

carries the higher spatial resolution information. As a result, in diffraction limited

imaging systems, we will obtain blurred images with only the low spatial resolution

information.

In order to overcome diffraction limit, the evanescent waves needs to be collected

by the detector before they are decayed. The near-field scanning technique [75] is one

of the earliest techniques for acoustic subwavelength imaging. Measurements have to

be made in close proximity (fractions of wavelength) to objects in order to capture

the evanescent components. This greatly limits its application. In the past decade,

acoustic metamaterial based lenses have demonstrated the potential in subwavelength

imaging. There are in general two categories of approaches. The first category is

superlenses, which amplifies the evanescent waves and then capturing them in the

near field. The second category is the far-field techniques, including hyperlenses and

time-reversal techniques.

Superlenses amplify the evanescent waves inside the lenses and then captures

them in the near field. John Pendry brought up the idea of perfect lenses, which is

the first study of superlenses [38]. Evanescent wave can be amplified inside negative

index materials (NIM). Before and after the NIM, the evanescent wave will decay. If

the refractive index inside the NIM is -1 and that outside is 1, and the wave path

length inside the NIM is the same as that outside the NIM, then subwavelength
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images can be restored perfectly after passing through the NIM. Superlenses based

on NIMs are then demonstrated in acoustics [41, 40, 42]. The NIMs are realized with

deep subwavelength resonator arrays. Later, researchers show that negative refractive

index is not necessary for superlenses. The evanescent wave can be amplified at the

interfaces of positive and negative density materials, while the bulk modulus remains

positive [42, 43, 44]. Fabry-Perot resonances induce flat dispersions over a wide

range of wave vectors, so that the materials that can excite fabry-Perot resonance

can support the propagating of previously evanescent waves [45]. Trapped resonance

inside acoustic waveguides can also support the propagation of evanescent waves and

improve the resolution of imaging to subwavelength regime [461. Superlenses are

mostly formed by densely packed subwavelength structures such as tubes, resonators,

membranes, etc. The thermal viscous loss largely limits their broader application.

If the evanescent wave can be converted to propagating wave and propagate in free-

space or empty waveguide, the propagation distance will be much less limited by ther-

mal viscous loss. This motivates the second category o fsubwavelength imaging tech-

niques using metamaterials. Hyperlenses [47, 491 use cylindrical-shaped anisotropic

metamaterials to couple and gradually compress large subwavelength wave vectors

to small propagating wave vectors. At the exit of a hyperlens, image size is larger

than wavelength and can be detected in the far-field. However, due to the geometric

shape, higher spatial resolution of hyperlenses is at the cost of smaller field of view.

The time reversal technique [50, 76, 77] uses random subwavelength scattering arrays

to convert evanescent waves to propagating waves in the near field. In combination

with time reversal mirror in the far-field, acoustic subwavelength focusing is realized.

However, time reversal imaging is not a direct projection based technique. It requires

a complex recording/playback system and the image needs to be formed at the same

location as the object. Those requirements reduce the flexibility for applications.

Overall speaking, there are some remaining challenges to overcome before apply-

ing acoustic metamaterials to real-world applications in biomedical imaging, non-

destructive testing, acoustic communication, etc. One of the challenges is the narrow

working frequency bandwidth due to the resonance nature of the system. At the
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same time, the resonating structure will also induce large thermal viscous loss, which

is another challenges that limits the signal to noise ratio of the systems utilizing acous-

tic metamaterials. Another challenge is that most of the currently existing acoustic

metamaterials are fixed once fabricated, thus cannot adapt to the fast changing en-

vironment in real time. In terms of fabrication, current 3D printing techniques offer

great flexibility that enables experimental testing of acoustic metamaterials. However,

The trade-offs between resolution, sample size, and speed speed limits the applica-

tions in higher frequency regime (above a few MHz). What's more, for underwater

applications, it is difficult to realize impedance matching or large impedance contrast

that is needed in designing underwater acoustic metamaterials.

1.2 Thesis organization

This thesis describes our efforts on developing acoustic metamaterials and addressing

various challenges in acoustic sensing problems with the developed metamaterials.

Besides the current chapter which is a brief introduction of the background of acoustic

sensing and motivation of our work, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 introduces the design of

new acoustic metamaterials based on different phase/amplitude modulation methods.

Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 presents the design of new acoustic sensing

methods and systems based on acoustic metamaterials.

Chapter 2 describes two different types of acoustic phase shifters, and metasurface

designs based on them. The first type of phase shifters is formed by curved waveguide

channels that generate larger phase delay than the straight channels occupying the

same size in the wave propagation direction. The time delay after passing through the

waveguide channel is a constant as the frequency changes, which means the phase shift

is a function of frequency. Most of the previously designed phase shifters belong to

this type. Based on this type of acoustic phase shifters, a new design of metasurface,

called acoustic binary phase grating, is introduced. In each period of the metasurface,

there are only two values of discrete phase shift, 7r and 0. The binary phase grating

demonstrates highly tunable and efficient steering for waves of a large range of incident
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angles with much simpler structure compared to previous metasurfaces. Theoretical

calculation, simulation, and experimental measurement of the transmission properties

of the binary phase grating will be presented for the binary phase grating.

The second type of phase shifter has the properties that the phase shift does not

change with frequency in a broad frequency band. The phase shift is generated by the

differential phase of two components. We first designed a broadband 7r/4 phase shifter.

One component is a straight waveguide channel, the other component is a waveguide

channel with a Helmholtz resonator side branch. The phase and amplitude responses

are calculated based on its effective circuit model. By cascading different numbers of

7r/4 phase shifters, broadband phase shift units that can cover 0 to 27r phase range is

simulated in COMSOL and further proves the validity of the design. Two potential

applications of those designed broadband phase shifters in metasurfaces are proposed.

One of them is a broadband energy divider, whose ratio of reflected and transmitted

energy can be controlled broadbandly by our phase shifters. Another application

is the design of flat acoustic lenses. Different spatial arrangement of phase shifters

can generate different phase gradient. One type of flat lens can separate different

frequency components in the incident plane wave to different directions after passing

the lens. Other type of flat lens can focus different frequency components in the

incident plane wave into different points.

Chapter 3 presents the design of hydrogel-based acoustic metamaterials with un-

precedented tunable acoustic properties over broadband frequencies, in collaboration

with Prof. Xuanhe Zhao's group at MIT. We call the proposed metamaterial meta-

gel. The meta-gel consists of patterned channels in a tough hydrogel matrix, where

air, water or liquid metal can be purged through the channels to tune the meta-gel's

acoustic transmission over air-water-solid ranges and broadband frequencies on de-

mand. We show that the acoustic properties of the meta-gel can be tuned by varying

the volume ratio of the channels, properties and ratio of the different filler materi-

als with combined experiments, theory and simulations. The meta-gel enables novel

functions such as adjustable imaging regions of ultrasound, demonstrating tangible

applications in underwater acoustics and medical imaging.
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Chapter 4 demonstrates the design and experimental realization of an acoustic far-

field subwavelength imaging system [78]. The resolution of acoustic imaging suffers

from diffraction limit due to the loss of evanescent field that carries subwavelength

information. Most of the current methods for overcoming the diffraction limit in

acoustics still operate in the near-field of the object. Our system is based on wave

vector filtering and conversion with a transmitter at the near-field and a spatially

symmetrical receiver at the far-field. The transmitter /receiver is formed by the com-

bination of a filter layer and a grating layer. The filter layer is composed arrays of

Helmholtz resonators, and the grating layer is composed of the acoustic binary phase

gratings presented in Chapter 2. By tuning geometric parameters of the transmit-

ting/receiving pair, different spatial frequency bands can be separated and projected

to the far-field. Furthermore, far-field imaging and edge detection of subwavelength

objects are experimentally demonstrated. The proposed system brings new possibil-

ities for far-field subwavelength wave manipulation, which can be further applied to

medical imaging, nondestructive testing, and acoustic communication.

Chapter 5 proposes an alternative way for realizing the filter layer designed in

Chapter 4. A slab of isotropic materials with slow sound speed compared to the

surrounding medium is proposed to demonstrate subwavelength spatial filtering and

enhancement. The theoretical expression of transmission coefficient for different in-

cident spatial frequency is derived directly from the acoustic wave equation. The

influence of different parameters on the transmission coefficient, such as the refrac-

tive index, thickness and loss factor of the slab, and the surrounding media (water or

air) is studied systematically. Furthermore, the imaging resolution enhancement for

a 2D object with subwavelength details is demonstrated with numerical simulation in

COMSOL.

Chapter 6 introduces a new way to realize direction-selective acoustic transmission

based on the acoustic binary phase gratings presented in Chapter 2. The combination

of two gratings with different grating periods can select waves in only a narrow range

of directions to pass through. The selected direction can be tuned by changing the

grating period. The direction selection behavior is experimentally observed with 3D
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printed phase gratings for two different directions. Further more, simulation shows

that the combination of two gratings not only selects the direction, it also selects the

frequency. The structure occupies a localized region in the direction-frequency space.

By stacking multiple layers of the double-grating combinations working at different

frequencies, broadband direction selection is demonstrated in simulation.
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Chapter 2

Acoustic metasurfaces based on phase

shifters

2.1 Introduction

Controlling the flow of waves and guiding them to directions and locations of interest

has long been a popular area of research. Potential applications include imaging,

communication, energy harvesting, etc. Among the solutions for wave controlling

problems, metamaterials demonstrate promising performance by achieving effective

material properties that does not exist in nature with engineered subwavelength res-

onating structures in both electromagnetics [79] and acoustics [17, 18]. As the 2D

realizations of metamaterials, metasurfaces utilize the Huygens principle to discretize

the surface into subwavelength unit cells, each having designed phase and/or ampli-

tude responses [80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. In acoustics, most commonly explored metasurfaces

are phase gradient metasurfaces [32, 33, 69, 70, 71, 85]. They are composed of phase

shifters that can generate discrete values of phase shifts in the range of [0, 27r]. Those

phase shifters are arranged in the surface to form the designed phase gradient for

wavefront manipulation [67, 86, 871, acoustic absorption [34, 56, 88], cloaking [89, 90],

hologram [73], etc.

In the previous acoustic metasurface designs, the resolution of spatial discretiza-

tion is usually larger than five unit cells per period in order to form smooth phase
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gradient. Such dense arrangement of unit cells limits the lateral resolution of the phase

gradient. The complexity in design and fabrication of phase shifters also increases

with the increasing resolution of phase response discretization. Here we propose a

new way to achieve acoustic wave steering using only two discrete phase shift values,

0 and 7r. Those two phase shifters form the acoustic version of binary phase grating,

which is a special type of diffraction grating. Binary phase grating in optics is known

to not have even order diffraction [91]. By proper design that will be shown in this

chapter, all or most of the energy in the transmitted wave can be directed to one

single direction. This design will lead to simple and robust metasurface realization.

Furthermore, it will be shown that the designed metasurface generates highly effi-

cient negative refraction for a large range of incident and diffracted angles. There is

another way to understand the binary phase grating. In [92], the authors developed

an aggressive metasurface discretization method. The number of independent phase

shifters required to redistribute the energy to any of the N propagating diffraction

orders is N. If there are only two diffraction orders that are propagative and we want

to redistribute all the energy to one of them, we only need two different phase shifters.

There is another common property in the acoustic phase shifters that are previ-

ously designed. The time delay (A7 = ynl, I is the physical path length, n is the

refractive index, co is the sound velocity in air) does not change with frequency. This

property means that the actual phase shift (A; = 27rnlf/co, f is the frequency) is

frequency dependent. In this chapter, I will also introduce a new type of acoustic

phase shifters in which the phase shifts (A;) does not change with frequency. Such

broadband phase shifters have been realized in electrical circuits [93, 94, 95]. Here

we extend the idea from electrical circuits into acoustics with the help of acoustic

transmission line theory [40, 96]. The designed phase shifters are then applied to

metasurfaces that can steer waves with different frequencies to different directions,

focus waves with different frequencies to different locations, and demonstrate broad-

band transmission and reflection controlling.
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2.2 Acoustic binary phase grating

In this section, the design of acoustic binary phase grating based on curved waveguide

channels is described. Theoretical calculation, full wave simulation and experiment

for the diffraction properties of the designed acoustic binary phase grating is also

presented.

2.2.1 System model

(a) (b)

X Y 1 incident wave d
Z 2 1st order reflection

4: 0th order transmission
5 -1st order transmission Z

(C)
- P3 , d ,

P2 L

Pi W,

Figure 2-1: Models for grating layer. (a) System setup for wave steering with a layer
of acoustic binary phase grating. Only two orders of diffraction are propagative, the
-1st order and the 0th order. Among those four orders, most of the incidents energy
is converted to the -1st order transmission by properly tune the parameters of the
grating. (b) Model for acoustic binary phase grating with curved waveguide channels
of different lengths. (c) An effective media model for the acoustic phase grating with
waveguide channels.The refractive index in the yellow channel is ni and that in the
white channel is n2 .

Ideally, the binary phase grating is composed of elements that produce uniform

amplitude transmission and alternating phase shifts of 0 and r, as shown in Fig. 2-1a.

Practically, it is difficult to find materials or structures that have perfect impedance

matching with air in order to generate full transmission while also have sound speed

variation in order to generate 7r phase shift. Narrow acoustic waveguide channels

with cross section dimension smaller than wavelength are known to be able to generate

phase delay proportional to the wave path length [66]. For waveguides with wave path

length around Ao/2 and A0 that generate phase shifts of 7 and 27r, the Fabry-Perot
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resonances can be excited inside the tubes to achieve high transmission efficiency [97].

Based on those facts, we construct the acoustic binary phase grating in our system

with the thickness in the z direction as L = Ao/4. The 7r phase shifter is a curved

channel of width hl and the 27r phase shifter is a curved channel of width h2, as

shown in Fig. 2-1b. According to 166], the curved channel with wave path length of l

is equivalent to a straight channel of length A0/4 with refractive index n2 = 41/AO,

where 1, can be calculated according to the values of L, hl, and h 2 .

The width of the channel inside, w, is much smaller than the working wavelength.

The height of the channels in the y direction, h, is also smaller than wavelength.

Those constrains are to ensure plane wave mode in the channels. For a binary phase

grating with period d = 2d 2 , the grating constant is kG = 7T/d2. The distance

between the two phase shifters in one grating period is A. Plane wave expansion

method [97] is used to calculate the theoretical transmission coefficients of different

diffraction orders. The waves inside the channels and at both sides of the grating are

expressed as combinations of plane wave modes. The coefficients of different modes

are computed by matching pressures and perpendicular velocities at the two interfaces

of the grating.

In the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2-1c, the pressure field pin = e-koX

incidents onto the grating from bottom (the propagating direction is in the z direc-

tion). So the pressure field at the bottom area of the grating is pi = ei(-kxo-koz) +

Em Rmej(-kxmx+kzmz). The pressure field at the top area of the grating is p3 =

Em Tej(-kxM-kzm(-k)), where kxm = kXo + ?rm, kX + kz = ko. Tm and Rm rep-

resent the transmission and reflection coefficients of different orders. Since the width

wi is much smaller than the wavelength, we assume that only the fundamental mode

exists in the tubes. So the pressure distribution in the tube with refractive index ni

is P21 = Aie-n1koz + BieOnkoz, and the pressure distribution in the tube with refrac-

tive index n2 is P22 = A 2e-n2koz + B 2 ejn2koz. Define new parameters v, = A1 - B1 ,

' = Ale-inkoL - B1 &enkoL, 92 = A2 - B2 , V' = A 2 e-jn2koL - B jn2koL. By matching

the pressure and velocity at top (z = L) and bottom (z = 0) surfaces of the grating,
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we obtain the following expressions for vi, v', v 2 , vI:

-Fit 1 + [nIH + A1]v' + n2G+v' = 0

n1G-,'1 - F2v 2 + [n2H + A2]v' = 0

[n1 H + A1 ]vi + n2G+v2 - F1V' = 2sinc ( 2 oU 1

niG-vi + [n2 H + A 2 ]v 2 - F2v' = 2sinc (kxOw 1 ) e jkxo(-)

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

In those expression, , - 1 IkoL), 2  j sin 2  A, cos(n1k, ) 2 = cos(n2 koL)j si~njkOL j sn~nkoL I jsinni oL) j sin(ri 2koL)'

G-= m ekx, (-A) a - 2  sinC2 ( kx- w), G+ = En e ikx, 1  a ko sinC 2 kx,, 4WI)

H Zm d sinC2 ( wi). By solving those equations, we can get v1 , V', Vi), v6.
0 XM

Then the transmission coefficients (Tm) and reflection coefficients (Rm) are calculated

as follows:

(2.5)-a ko sine (kxm'\J v ekxMA1
Tm(kxo) = /-, - k 2 1_~ K' e

d 0k 2 k2JL 2]

Ro(ko) = a ko sinC2

=mokx, a - .
Sn2 d H k - k2sRago( ~ k0 kkksn2

kx "11) [v1 + 2 eik-_ AV 2 ]
2 ,

(kXw a 1) [v1 + 2ejkxAv2]

By properly choosing ni and n 2 , Tm(kx,) is tuned to around zero when m is an even

integer 2N +1. Among the odd orders, when IkX2N+1 < ko, the (2N + 1)th diffraction

order generates propagating wave, and when Jkx 2N+11 > ko, the (2N + 1)th diffraction

order generates evanescent wave that decays as it propagates away from the grating
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and carries no energy to the farfield. From Ikx 2 N-uI = Jk 0 + (2N+ 1)rI < ko, we get

the number of allowed values of N as a function of kxO E [-ko, ko] and grating period

d E [Ao/5, 5Ao] (Ao = 75.6mm is the wavelength in surrounding medium), as shown

in Fig. 2-2.

1 6

5
0.5

4
C

-0.5
1

-1 0
1 2 3 4 5

Grating period, d/A

Figure 2-2: The number of allowed diffraction orders as a function of grating period
d/AO and the incident transverse wavenumber k.,/ko.

From Fig. 2-2 we notice that when the grating period is small (which means the

steering angle provided by the grating is large), the number of allowed N is zero.

In this case, the incident wave is completely converted to evanescent wave in the

transmission side. The evanescent wave does not carry any energy. Most of the

energy is reflected. When d increases, the number of allowed N increases too. There

is a region of particular interest, where only one value of N is allowed. Further

observation found that N = -1 in the part of this region when kzO > 0 and N = 0

in the other part of this region when k.O < 0. The two parts are symmetrical with

respect to the line kxO = 0, and correspond to the +1st or -1st order of diffraction,

respectively.
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Figure 2-3: Diffraction edefficients of Oth and - 1st orders diffraction in transmission
and reflection when d/AO = 2/3 and A = d/2. (a) The 0th order transmission
coefficient, ITO12 . (b) The -1st order transmission coefficient, IT 1I 2. (c) The Oth
order reflection coefficient, IRo1 2 . (d) The -1st order reflection coefficient, |R' 12.

2.2.2 Diffraction properties of acoustic binary phase gratings

Choosing the period of the grating d/AO = 2/3, and let the 7r phase shifter and 27r

phase shifter distribute evenly in one period (A = d/2), we plot the diffraction co-

efficients representing the energy distribution among transmitted and reflected Oth

order and -1st order diffractions, T012, T 112 (= IT_1eik 6I 2), JI12 and |R'_ 112 (

|R_1eik6 12), respectively, in Fig. 2-3. Here k, = V/ko- (k 0 - kG) 2 is the wave vec-

tor components in z direction, and 6 = 0.1m is an arbitrary distance larger than

one wavelength so that all the evanescent components have decayed. The zeroth

transmission coefficient ITo12 is small as the result of proper choice of n1 and n2.

At this d/Ao value, the additional wave vector provided by the phase grating is

kG = 1.5ko. When k.,/ko < 0.5, all the diffraction modes are evanescent. As a
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Figure 2-4: Comparison of diffraction coefficients in transmis'sion and reflection when
the grating periods are d/AO = 5/9,2/3, and 4/5. In those plots A = d/2. (a) The
Oth order transmission coefficient, IToI2 . (b) The -1st order transmission coefficient,
1T' 1

2 . (c) The Oth order reflection coefficient, IRo1 2 . (d) The -1st order reflection
coefficient, 1R' 11 2.

result, T-1eier and R_1eikz6 is around zero and the reflection coefficient RO is around

one. When 0.5 < kl 0/ko < 1, The -1st diffraction order becomes propagating mode.

As shown in Fig. 2-3c, RO has its smallest value at k, 0/ko = 0.75. We define the

diffraction efficiency as 1 - IRo1 2 . At this input k.O, the -1st diffraction order cor-

responds to k, = -kO. The incident energy is diffracted to -1 order diffraction

with 100% efficiency. Fig. 2-3 also tells us that for a wide input wave number range

kxO/ko E [0.55, 0.95], the wave is steered to kx = kx - kG, and the diffraction efficiency

is larger than 75%.

By changing the grating period d, the added horizontal wave number kG is changed,

so is the steering angle. Fig. 2-4 gives the coefficients for different d that steer input
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Figure 2-5: Comparison of diffraction coefficients in transmission and reflection when
the distances between the 7r and 27r phase shifters in one unit cell are A = d/2, d/4,
and d/16. The grating period is d/AO = 2/3. (a) The Oth order transmission coef-
ficient, ITo 2. (b) The -1st order transmission coefficient, IT'1 j2. (c) The 0th order
reflection coefficient, IRo 12. (d) The -1st order reflection coefficient, IR'_12.

waves to different directions. All the gratings with different d have similar behavior.

The input wave with k. 0/ko E [0, kGko - 1] is all reflected back. The input wave with

kX0 /k o E [kG /ko -1, 1] is steered to a single direction kX = kX - kG in the transmission

side. The steered wave locates at the same side as the incident wave. So the grating

we designed offers a new way to achieve negative refraction. The diffraction efficiency

is larger than 75% in most of the range [kG/ko - 1, 1] except the two small regions

close to (kG/ko - 1) and 1.

In the previous discussion, the distance between two phase shifters in one period

is A = d/2. By changing A, the energy can be redistributed between R_ 1 and T_ 1 .

Fig. 2-5 gives the diffraction coefficients when A = .d, d, 1d. When A changes, the
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(a) d = 2/3A (b) d 4/5A

(c) A 1/4d (d) A 1/16d

Figure 2-6: COMSOL simulation results of pressure distributions (left) and far-field
patterns (right) of the scattered fields under different configurations. The incident
wave number is k, = 0.75ko. (a) The grating period is d/AO = 2/3. The distance
between two phase shifters A = d/2. (b) The grating period is d/Ao = 4/5. The
distance between two phase shifters A = d/2. (c) The grating period is d/Ao = 2/3.
The distance between two phase shifters A = d/4. (d) The grating period is d/Ao
2/3. The distance between two phase shifters A = d/16.

zeroth order transmission and zeroth order reflection does not change. The energy is

redistributed between the -1st order reflection and -1st order transmission. When all

the phase shifters are evenly distributed (A = d/2), the -1st order transmission is the

largest and the -1st order reflection is the smallest. The more uneven the distribution

(A is closer to zero or closer to d), the larger the -1st order reflection.

COMSOL full wave simulation is performed for the designed gratings. In simula-

tions, the gratings have finite number of periods and a total length of 520mm in the x

direction. The grating is surrounded by perfect matching layers. A plane wave inci-

dent from one side of each grating, and the reflected and transmitted wave distribution
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Figure 2-7: Experimental setup and measurement results for wave steering of a single
binary phase grating. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Measured field distribution for
incident wave with k2n = -0.75ko. (c) Measured field distribution for transmitted
wave. (d) Spatial spectrum of the incident wave measured along a line in x direction
(white dashed line) when the grating is removed. (e) Spatial spectrum of the trans-
mitted wave through the grating measured along the exit line (white dashed line) of
the grating. The spectrum peak centered at k./ko = -0.75 is the propagating com-
ponent we observed in (c) from the -1st order diffraction. The other peak centered
at k/ko = 2.25 is the evanescent wave from the 1st order diffraction.

is calculated by finite element simulation in COMSOL. At the current simulation, the

frequency we use is fo = 4500 Hz (A 0 = 76.2 mm). The geometric parameters of

the gratings are: hi = 5.7 mm, h2 = 12 mm, wi = 2.5 mm, L = Ao/4 = 19.1

mm. When k, 0/ko = 0.75, for two different grating periods d/Ao = 2/3 and 4/5,

and when A = d/2, the scattered field distributions are shown in Fig. 2-6a-b. The

incident wave at k , /ko = 0.75 is steered to different directions with larger than 75%

efficiency. When d/Ao = 2/3, the field distributions when Id and A = -d are also

plotted in Fig. 2-6c-d. The energy is distributed from -1st order transmission to -1st
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order reflection when A gets closer to zero.

In order to further verify the designed grating for wave steering, we use 3D printing

technique (Autodesk Ember printer, acrylic resin) to fabricate a number of 7r phase

shifters and 27r phase shifters and assembled them into the binary phase grating with

period d = 2/3Ao and total length of 52 cm, as shown in Fig. 2-7a. The binary

phase grating is then put inside a waveguide formed by two acrylic plastic plats.

The height of the grating is 5 mm, while the height of the waveguide is 3 cm. The

openings above and below the grating is sealed by other acrylic plastic blocks. A

transducer array formed by eight transducers, each having diameter of 2 cm, is used

as the line source. The line source is tilted to designed angles to generate plane waves

in required directions. In the example shown in Fig. 2-7b and c, the line source is

tilted to the angle that generates ki, = -0.75ko. Eight periods of sinusoidal wave at

frequency fo = 4500 Hz is incident on the grating. A receiver scans the transmitted

wave in a scanning region of size 24 cm x 10 cm. At each scanning point, a time

signal is obtained. Fig. 2-7b shows the incident wave in an empty waveguide at

one time instance. Fig. 2-7d gives the spatial spectrum of the incident field. The

spatial spectrum is obtained by first taking spatial Fourier transform for the time

signal at each point along the line parallel and closest to the location of the grating

exit (white dashed line in Fig. 2-7a ), and then take spatial Fourier transform for

the time domain Fourier coefficient at f = 4500 Hz. The spatial spectrum shows

that the incident wave have wave number parallel to the grating as ki, = 0.75ko.

Fig. 2-7c gives the field distribution after the wave passes through the grating. The

wave direction is changed as expected. The slight phase discontinuity observed in

Fig. 2-7c is due to the distortion of the signal at the specific time instance. The

distortion comes from the small "left-over" zeroth order diffraction from the binary

phase grating and the defects in the fabricated grating layer. The spatial spectrum

of the transmitted wave shown in Fig. 2-7e indicates that the transmitted wave is

dominated by the component with k0o, = -0.75ko, which is generated by the -1st

order diffraction of the grating. The zeroth order diffraction is small, as indicated by

the almost completely attenuated peak at ki, = 0.75ko. The other peak centered at
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k/ko = 2.25 is the evanescent wave from the 1st order diffraction. This component

will decay as it leaves the grating, so we cannot observe it in Fig. 2-7c. Comparing

the peak value in Fig. 2-7d and e, we found that the transmission efficiency in the

current experiment is relatively low ( 30%). This is mainly because of the fact that

the height of the grating (5 mm) is much smaller than the height of the waveguide (3

cm). The thermal visous loss also further decreases the efficiency.

Compared to the metasurfaces previously proposed, the binary phase grating has

the advantage of simple structure with only two different phase shift units while

providing high steering efficiency, even for nearly-horizontal wave. The grating can

demonstrate highly efficient negative refraction, as well as tunable energy distribution

between transmitted and reflected wave in the -1 order diffraction. The total energy

efficiency is limited by the thermal viscous loss in the narrow waveguide channels. In

the future, it is possible to use other methods to achieve the two phase shift values

that have less thermal viscous loss and easier fabrication method.

2.3 Broadband acoustic phase shifter design and ap-

plications in metasurfaces

In this section, a new type of broadband phase shifter in acoustics and its applica-

tions in metasurfaces for wave steering, focusing and energy transmission control is

described.

2.3.1 Broadband phase shifters

In [951, the authors present the design of a Schiffman differential phase shifter for

microwave circuits, which consists of two components. One component is a straight

transmission line and the other is a coupled transmission line. Assume the input

to both components is V. The output from the straight transmission line is Ve 01,

and the output from the coupled transmission line is Vej02. The phase difference

#1- #2 between the two components is nearly constant over broadband frequency
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range by proper design of the two components. Similar as in [95], we consider a

differential phase shifter in acoustics, in which the phase shift is the phase delay

difference between two components. Here, one component is a straight 2-D acoustic

waveguide with width d and length lo (Fig. 2-8a), which is analogous to the straight

transmission line in [95], and the other component is a straight 2-D acoustic waveguide

(width d and length 11) with a Helmholtz resonator side branch (neck ri, h, and cavity

r2 , h2 ) (Fig. 2-8b), which is similar to the coupled transmission line in [95J. We call the

first component straight component and the other component resonator component.

(a) pi (b) P
d 10 d h2  .

10 Z C~ r2 Z CCis Zc Zct L
L

PouteJ~o

Figure 2-8: System schematics and the transmission line model for the two compo-
nents of the phase shifter. (a) Straight component. (b) Resonator component.

The effective circuit model for the straight component is a delay line of length lo,

as shown in Fig. 1(c). Assume Pin is the incident pressure field, and PosteO is the

transmitted pressure field. If the waveguide is lossless, we have:

Pout = 1, (2.8)
Pin

<po = -k1o. (2.9)

The effective circuit model for the resonator component is a delay line with a side

branch, which is composed of a capacitor and an inductor, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The

characteristic impedance of a tube with width d is Z, = 2, where p is the density of

the material in the tube and c is the sound velocity inside the tube. The impedance
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of the series of a capacitor and an inductor is Z, - ' + jwL. Here, C 2 h2 is

the effective capacitance of the cavity in the Helmholtz resonator and L Ph is the

effective inductance of the neck of the Helmholtz resonator. The effective impedance

at the point of side branch (point 0) can be written as the parallel of Z, and Z,

which is
(g+ jwL)Ze

Z = c. (2.10)
Zc + + jw L

The transmission coefficient T for the pressure field at point 0 is:

2Z Z______
T = 2 = 1 -- (2.11),1- z'cA-1)Zc + Z Zc + 2j(wL - (1

We also assume Pi as the incident pressure field, Putej, as the transmitted pressure

field, and the system is lossless. We have:

Pout T (2.12)
Pin

gi = -k1i + Z(T). (2.13)

The differential phase shift between the straight component and the resonator com-

ponent is

A~ -=j 1-- oo = k(lo -11) + Z(T). (2.14)

2.3.2 r/4 phase shifter

In our design, the 27r phase range is covered with eight phase shifters. So each phase

shifter provides 7r/4 phase shift. If we assume the background material in the tubes is

air (c = 343 m/s, p = 1.29 kg/m 3), and set AZp in Eq. (2.14) to 7r/4, we can obtain the

geometrical parameters of the tubes and the Helmholtz resonator as follows: 10 = 25

mm, 11 = 30 mm, d = 5 mm, r1 = 1 mm, hi = 2.5 mm, r2 = 20 mm, h2 = 5.5 mm.

The theoretical phase and amplitude response results are shown in Fig. 2-9a-c. The

absolute phase of both the straight component (y'o) and the resonator component (;i)

are plotted as the function of input frequency in Fig. 2-9a, and the differential phase
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Figure 2-9: Theoretical calculation and FEM simulation of the designed 7r/4 phase
shifter. (a) Theoretically calculated phase responses of the straight component (black
line) and the resonator component (red line). (b) Theoretical phase difference of the
two components. (c) Theoretically calculated amplitude responses of the straight
component (black line) and the resonator component (red line). (d-f) FEM simulation
results corresponding to (a-c).

shift AO is plotted as the function of frequency in Fig. 2-9b. From these two figures

we can see that the resonator component has a resonance frequency at around 3.6kHz.

When the frequency is above 5kHz, the Ao is around 7r/4. So the combination of the

straight component and the resonator component can be seen as a broadband 7r/4

differential phase shifter when frequency is larger than 5 kHz. The amplitude response

of the two components are plotted in Fig. 2-9c. Since the working frequency range

(> 5 kHz) is away from the resonance frequency (3.6 kHz), the amplitude response is

also broadband in this range.

Simulation is implemented in Comsol 4.4. The background material, the geo-

metrical parameters of the tubes and the Helmholtz resonator are the same as in

the theoretical results. The system is lossless and the boundaries are all hard wall

boundary. The simulated phase and amplitude responses are shown in Fig. 2-9d-f.

Similar to in Fig. 2-9, the absolute phase of both the straight component (po) and
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the resonator component (Vi) are plotted in Fig. 2-9d, and the differential phase shift

Ap is plotted in Fig. 2-9e. The resonance frequency is around 3 kHz, which is smaller

than that in the theoretical result (3.6 kHz) and there is another resonance at 8.6

kHz. These differences are mainly because that we simplify the Helmholtz resonator

into a series of a capacitor and an inductor. This simplification neglects the radiation

impedance of the Helmholtz resonator and also neglects the higher order resonances.

The differential phase shift AV is around 7r/4 when frequency is from 4.5 kHz to 8.6

kHz. The amplitude response of the two components are plotted in Fig. 2-9f and is

broadband within the range 4.5 kHz to 8.6 kHz.

(a) (b) 2

1.5

0.5

"""" '"" "" 3 2 0 5000 10000
Frequency, Hz

Figure 2-10: (a) Combinations of straight components and resonator components
that can cover 0 to 27r phase shift. (b)Simulated differential output phase of the eight
phase shifters components in (a)

Each combination of a straight component and a resonator component can gen-

erate 7r/4 phase shift. By cascading different numbers of resonator components and

straight components, we can construct phase shifter units that cover the 0 to 27r phase

range. As shown in Fig. 2-10a, if we assume the output phase of the first unit from

the left is Vo, then the output phases of the second to eighth units are Pk = Vo + k4.

Each unit provides a phase step of 7r/4 compared to the previous one. Comsol sim-

ulation of the differential output phase (pi - po) of each unit when the input phases

are the same is shown in Fig. 2-10b. Within frequency range 4.8 kHz to 8.5 kHz,

these units provide nearly flat phase shifts from 0 to 27r with a step 7r/4.
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2.3.3 Acoustic metasurfaces based on the broadband phase

shifters

(a) + (b) fl+f2liAV ApVx

26

Figure 2-11: Acoustic metasurfaces designed for: (a) wave steering, (b) focusing.

New acoustic metasurfaces can be designed based on the units (Fig. 2-10a) that

can achieve 0 to 27 broadband phase shift. The following are two examples.

The first example is acoustic flat lenses. As shown in Fig. 2-11, if we divide the

surface into discrete units and put different phase shifters we designed into these unit

cells, any phase gradient A9(x) can be generated. If ALp(x) is a linear function of the

position, Azo(x) = Ax (Fig. 2-11a), the flat lens will change the propagating direction

of the incident plane wave. If the incident wave is perpendicular to the surface, and

we assume that the angel between the output wave and the surface is Oi (different i

represents different frequency). Then we have:

d~v= A (2.15)
dx'

dp = 2 sin(92 )dx, (2.16)
C

Ac _i Adcp
sin(9i) , Af YAYp (2.17)

27r fi 27r dx'

where Ai is the wavelength of the incident wave. From Eq. (2.17), we see that the

propagation direction of transmitted wave is related to the phase gradient (which is

a constant in our case because of the broadband phase shifter) and wavelength. This

flat lens can separate different frequency components in the input wave to different
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directions. Similarly, if we want to focus the incident plane wave into a point, as

shown in Fig. 2-11b, then g = sin(Oj) = d . So

R-, 27r x

2irx (2.18)
Ai dprdx

From Eq. (2.18), Ri, the distance of the focusing point to the surface, is inversely

proportional to the wavelength. Thus this flat lens can focus different frequency

components in the input wave to different points.

ej(Oa+AO)

Acos(M6)ej(Ba)

e j(1a-AO)

Figure 2-12: Broadband energy divider.

The second example is a broadband energy divider shown in Fig. 2-12. It's a two

port device. The incident wave is assumed as A. The incident wave is first split into

two branches. The two branches have different phase shifts (6i + AO, Oa - AO). The

two branches are combined into one output port. The wave in the output pot can be

written as:

P = Aei(Oa+AO) + Aej(a-AO) = A cos(A)ej(0a) (2.19)

From Eq. (2.19) we can see that the output amplitude is determined by the phase

difference of the two arms and the output phase is determined by the average phase

shift of the two arms. If we put our designed broadband phase shifter units to the

two arms, then this two port device and tune the reflected and transmitted acoustic

energy broadbandly.
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2.4 Summary

In summary, in this chapter, we described two different types of phase shifters and

the applications of them in designing acoustic metasurfaces. One of them is the phase

shifter based on curved waveguide channels. The curved channel with different path

length will generate different phase delays for the incident acoustic wave. The phase

delay in this case is frequency dependent. We proposed and realized the acoustic

binary phase grating that can achieve highly efficient diffraction of incident acoustic

wave with much less phase shifters in each period, thus decreased the system complex-

ity. Another type of phase shifters is the broadband acoustic phase shifter, which is

based on the differential phase delay of two components. The phase shift is frequency

independent over a broadband frequency range. This type of phase shifters can be

used to design acoustic metasurfaces that can steer different frequency to different

directions and focusing different frequency to different locations. It can also achieve

broadband energy reflection and transmission control. In later chapters, I will show

novel acoustic imaging devices for biomedical imaging, non-destructive testing, acous-

tic communication, etc., that are based on those phase shifters and metasurfaces.
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Chapter 3

Hydrogel-based acoustic

metamaterial with extremely tunable

properties

3.1 Introduction

Acoustic materials have attracted great research interests in recent years, exempli-

fied by novel devices such as acoustic lenses [41, 98, 99, 100], cloaks [55, 101] and

absorbers [102, 103] with broad applications in medical imaging [72, 104, 105], un-

derwater sonar and communication and marine biology [106]. Whereas conventional

acoustic materials including metals, polymers, ceramics and woods are frequently used

in various environments of solids, liquids and gases in different ranges of frequency,

they cannot significantly change their acoustic properties once fabricated. Acoustic

impedance mismatch between the acoustic materials and the environments causes

energy loss and pulse aliasing, posing a grand challenge to acoustic imaging and com-

munication. Addressing this challenge requires acoustic materials capable of varying

acoustic impedance according to the different surrounding media and working fre-

quencies. In particular, increasing resolution and efficiency of signal transductions in

underwater and biomedical applications requires acoustic impedance match between
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the acoustic materials and water over broadband frequency. Whereas mechanisms

such as electro/magneto-mechanical coupling [107, 108, 109, 110] and structural de-

formation [111, 112] have been employed to tune acoustic properties of solid materials,

the ranges of tunable acoustic properties and frequencies are limited. To the best of

our knowledge, there has been no report on acoustic materials capable of tuning

acoustic properties to match those of water, air and a variety of solid materials over

broadband frequencies.

Here we propose meta-gel, a new approach and material system to achieve tunable

acoustic properties over air-water-solid ranges and broadband frequencies based on a

hydrogel matrix with designed channels that can be filled with various media. Since

the major constituent of hydrogels is water (e.g., over 90 vol%), the density of and

speed of sound in hydrogels are almost identical to the corresponding properties of

water. Therefore, the acoustic impedance of hydrogels matches that of water much

better than any conventional acoustic material [113]. Meanwhile, the polymer net-

works in hydrogels endow them with elasticity, which maintains the shapes of hydrogel

matrix and filler media in the matrix. In addition, hydrogels have been designed to

be mechanically tough [114, 1151, and tough hydrogels with microstructural features

such as channels and cavities have been fabricated to give functional structures and

devices [113]. A combination of the above-mentioned hydrogels' unique properties

enables the design of meta-gel capable of unprecedented tunable acoustic properties.

The work in this chapter is in collaboration with Prof. Xuanhe Zhao's group

at MIT, including Kai Zhang (visiting scholar at Prof. Zhao'g goup), Qi He and

Shaoting Lin (Graduate students at Prof. Zhao's group), and Yi Chen (Postdoc at

Beijing Institute of Technology). The author contributions are: K.Z, Q. H and S.L

prepared the samples. C.M and K.Z measured the acoustic properties. C.M did the

numerical simulation and Y.C carried out the MST calculations.
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3.2 Schematics of meta-gel

In Fig. 3-1A, we schematically illustrate the design of meta-gel. The meta-gel is based

on a tough hydrogel matrix, which achieves high toughness by integrating mechanisms

for dissipating mechanical energy and maintaining high stretchability of polymer net-

works [116] (see Materials and Methods for details on tough hydrogel matrix). Since

the acoustic impedance of the hydrogel well matches that of water (19), underwa-

ter acoustic waves of various frequencies can achieve nearly complete transmission

through the hydrogel matrix [1131 (Fig. 3-1A). Next, we design and fabricate a pat-

tern of air channels with significant volume fraction in the tough hydrogel matrix and

then connect the channels with a set of pumps. The pumps can purge various filler

media including air, water and liquid metal into the channels on demand (Fig. 3-1B-

D). We propose the following hypotheses for the design and operation of meta-gel: i).

When the channels are filled with water, the meta-gel recovers the acoustic properties

of water, resulting in the total transmission of acoustic wave. ii). When the channels

are filled with air, the acoustic properties of meta-gel can approximate those of air,

resulting in the total reflection of acoustic wave. iii). When the channels are filled

with liquid metal, the acoustic properties of meta-gel can approach those of soft solid

materials such as biological tissues and engineering rubbers, resulting in the combined

transmission and refection of acoustic waves. iv). The tunability is broadband.

To validate the above hypotheses, we adopt a pattern of equally spaced parallel

channels in a tough hydrogel sheet, as shown in Fig. 3-2 (see Materials and Methods

for details on fabrication of the hydrogel matrix with channels). The dimensions of

the meta-gel sheet are 195 mm x205 mm x 15.5 mm (length x width x thickness)

with 31 circular channels embedded on the middle plane of the thickness direction

and periodically arranged along the length direction. The diameter of the channel

(a) is 2.2 mm, the distance between two adjacent channels (L) is 6.5 mm, and the

length of the channel is 195 mm. A set of pumps are used to supply filler media

including air, water and liquid metal (99.99% pure Gallium, The Gallium Shop) into

the channels (Fig. 3-2C). Fig. 3-2 shows meta-gel sheet filled with water, air, and
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Nearly total transmission of acoustic wave Nearly total transmission of acoustic wave

C Air

Nearly total reflection of acoustic wave

D Liquid metal

-A r fw
Reflection and transmission of acoustic wave

Figure 3-1: Schematics on the design of meta-gel consisting of microstructural chan-
nels in a tough hydrogel matrix. (A) Acoustic impedance of the homogeneous hydrogel
matches well with water, resulting in nearly total transmission of underwater acoustic
wave. The effective acoustic properties of the microstructured meta-gel can be tai-
lored by filling the channels with various liquids including (B) water, (C) air and (D)
liquid metal, giving nearly total transmission, nearly total refection and combined
transmission and refection of acoustic waves, respectively.

liquid metal. Another thinner meta-gel sheet, whose dimensions are 280 mm x110

mm x 6 mm (length x width x thickness) with 46 square channels, is also fabricated.

The width of the square channel (a) is 3 mm, and the distance between two adjacent

channels (L) is 6 mm.
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Figure 3-2: Broadband tunable acoustic transmission through the meta-gel by chang-
ing filler materials. The images of the underwater meta-gel filled with water (A),
air (B) and liquid metal (C). (D) Transmission coefficient of the meta-gel filled with
water, air and liquid metal over various frequencies from experiment and numerical
simulation. Solid lines represent experiment result while dash lines represent simula-
tion result. The diameter of the channel is a = 2.2 mm and the distance between two
adjacent channels is L = 6.5 mm.

3.3 Tunable acoustic transmission of meta-gel sheet

The sound transmission through the meta-gel sheet (195 mm x 205 mm x 15.5 mm) is

measured in a water tank for frequencies from 50 KHz to 150 KHz, a typical range for

underwater acoustics, such as fish finding sonar, echo sounder, etc. (See Materials and

Methods for details on experimental acoustic transmission coefficient measurements).

Besides the structural design, we mainly propose to tune the acoustic properties of

the meta-gel with two methods: 1) change filler materials inside the channels, 2)

change the filling ratios of different materials.
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3.3.1 First tuning method: change filler materials

For the first method, we fill all the channels with one type of material (air, water or

liquid metal), and tune the acoustic properties by switching between different filler

materials. The sound transmission through the meta-gel sheet is measured from 50

KHz to 150 KHz. As shown in Fig. 3-2D, the measured transmission coefficient of

meta-gel sheet with water is above 0.989 in the frequency range from 50 KHz to

150 KHz, indicating almost perfect acoustic impedance match between the meta-gel

and water. In contrast, when the channels in meta-gel sheet are filled with air, the

transmission coefficient of meta-gel sheet reduces below 0.06 for all tested frequencies,

giving nearly total refection of underwater acoustic waves. When the channels in

meta-gel sheet are filled with liquid metal, the average transmission coefficient of

meta-gel sheet is measured to be around 0.9. These results demonstrate that the

meta-gel possesses tunable transmission coefficient of underwater acoustic waves in

the frequency range of 50 KHz to 150 KHz, by simply varying the filler materials.

3.3.2 Second tuning method: change the filling ratios

In the second tuning method, we change the filling ratio of channels occupied by

water and air while fixing the value of a and L. Here the diameter of the channel a is

2.2 mm and the distance between two adjacent channels L is 6.5 mm. Nwater (Nair)

denote the number of channels filled with water (air). Fig. 3-3A-C show the images of

meta-gel sheets with different filling ratios. In Fig. 3-3D, we plot the experimentally

measured acoustic transmission coefficient with Nwater : Nair = 1 : 0, 1 : 3, 1 : 5,

1 : 8, 2 : 1, 2 : 2, 2 : 3 and 0 : 1, respectively, in frequency range from 50 KHz to 150

KHz. By tuning Nwater and Nair, the transmission coefficient can be tuned to cover

the range from 0 to 1. The numerical simulated transmission coefficients for the same

set of Nwater and Nair are plotted Fig. 3-3E (see Materials and Methods for details),

showing similar trends as Fig. 3-3D. The discrepancy between the experiment and the

numerical simulation is mainly caused by the following factors: The experiment mea-

sures a finite system with boundaries while the simulation models an infinite periodic
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Figure 3-3: Broadband and wide-range tunable acoustic transmission of the meta-gel
by changing the filling ratios. The images of the underwater meta-gel with different
filling ratio. The ratio of water to air (Nwater: Nair) canbe mixed at (A) 1 : 2, (B)
2: 2, (C) 2: 1. (D-E) Experiment and numerical transmission coefficients for the set
of Nwater and Nair. The width of the square channel a = 2.2 mm and the distance
between two adjacent channels L = 6.5 mm.

system. The viscous loss and background noise in experiments are not presented in

the simulation.
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3.3.3 Acoustic transmission coefficient of the meta-gel sheet

over frequency range 0.4 KHz to 5 MHz by simulation

Using COMSOL simulation, we calculate the acoustic transmission coefficient over a

wide frequency range of 0.4 KHz to 5 MHz (Fig. 3-4) for the sample with dimensions

a = 2.2 mm and L = 6.5 mm. According to the calculation, when the channels are

filled with water, the transmission coefficient of meta-gel still maintains almost 1 from

0.4 KHz to 5 MHz, which also has been proved by experimental test and previous

work [1131. By change the filling ratio Nair and Nwater, transmission coefficient in

the range from 0 to 1 can be achieved from 0.4 KHz to 150 KHz, beyond the range

in experimental measurements. In addition, as increasing frequency range, acoustic

transmission coefficient of the meta-gel gradually approaches to almost constant over

MHz. Multiple scattering theory (MST) method 1117] is also developed by collabora-

tors for calculating the acoustic transmission coefficient of the meta-gel sheet. MST

and COMSOL simulation matches very well, as indicated by Fig. 3-4.

Besides the comsol simulation and MST method, the wave transmission behavior

in this high frequency range can also be explained by the principle of geometrical

acoustics [118]. The number of acoustic rays transmitted through the meta-gel layer

is proportional to the projected area of the meta-gel regions that are impedance

matched with water (i.e., the hydrogel part) on a plane perpendicular to the acoustic

rays. The lowest acoustic transmission coefficient of air-gel sheet that can be achieved

by the currently fabricated meta-gel sample with a = 2.2 mm and L = 6.5 mm is

around 0.68. The area fraction of air-to-water for the fabricated meta-gel is 2.2 : 4.3.

The acoustic transmission through the meta-gel is 4.3/(2.2 + 4.3) = 0.66, which

matches with the MST model and numerical simulation. The transmission coefficient

increases linearly with the increase of L (i.e., the decrease of air's volume fraction).

Thus, tunable transmission coefficient fully covering the range from 0 to 1 in high

frequency can be achieved by designing air's volume fraction.
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Figure 3-4: Transmission coefficient of the meta-gel in frequency range 0.4 KHz to
5 MHz. The filling ratio Nwater and Nair is 0 : 1, 1: 5, 2 : 2 and 1 : 0, respectively.
The width of the channel in the meta-gel is 2.2 mm and the distance between two
adjacent channels is 6.5 mm.

3.4 Application of the meta-gel sheet to ultrasonic

imaging

The tunable acoustic properties of the meta-gel at MHz frequency are also investigated

by ultrasound imaging. As illustrated in Fig. 3-5, a layer of the meta-gel is placed

between the probe of an ultrasonic imaging system (GE LOGIQ E9; GE Healthcare)

and a plastic frog all immersed in water. At frequency of 4 MHz, the frog can

be clearly imaged by the ultrasound probe when the channels in the meta-gel are

filled with water, but disappears once the channels are filled with air, as shown in

Figs. 3-5B and 3-5C. The horizontal lines of white spots in the upper part of the

scan (Figs. 3-5C) is the air-gel sheet. Although the transmission coefficient of our

used meta-gel sheet at MHz frequency is not zero, the meta-gel can still be used as

a shutter for ultrasonic imaging with adjustable imaging windows. It is indicated

that acoustic wave can transmit through the meta-gel filled with water, but scattered

by the meta-gel filled with air, where both the amplitude and phase of the acoustic

wave are disturbed. We can achieve imaging windows of target objects with "on"

state and "off" state on demand. The switch between the "on" state and "off" state

is controlled by pumping water or air into the corresponding regions of the meta-
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Figure 3-5: Application of the meta-gel in on-demand ultrasound imaging. (A)
Schematics of the on-demand ultrasound imaging system enabled by a meta-gel filled
with water or air. Experimental results of ultrasound imaging through the meta-gel
filled with (B) water and (C) air at 4 MHz. The target can be imaged clearly by
ultrasound through a layer of meta-gel filled with water, while disappears once the
channels in the meta-gel are filled with air. The scale bar of the optical image in
(B) and (C) is 12 mm. The grey scale bar of the ultrasound image in (B) and (C)
represents the dynamic range defined as the difference between the maximum and
minimum values of the displayed signal.

gel. This capability of selectively blocking unwanted region of strong scattering can

potentially enable ultrasound imaging with enhanced contrast.

3.5 Effective parameter retrieval of meta-gel

If the acoustic wavelength is larger than microstructural features of a meta-gel (e.g.,

channel diameter), the meta-gel can be taken as a macroscopically homogeneous
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material. The effective material properties are calculated with effective medium the-

ory [119]. With the effective parameter retrieval method [119], we calculate the acous-

tic impedance of the meta-gel with all the channels filled with water, air, or liquid

metal, from the transmission and reflection coefficients from numerical simulation in

COMSOL. (See Supplementary Material for details on the calculation). The acous-

tic impedance of the meta-gel as a homogenous material can be expressed as [1201

Z = V/pef -Keff, where Peff and Kff are the effective density and bulk modulus of the

meta-gel, respectively. The values of Peff and Keff depend on the density and bulk

modulus of the filler media. In comparison, we further give the Z values of typical

gases, liquids and solids.

We plot the Z values of meta-gel with different dimensions and filler ratios in

Fig. 3-6. Z values of all the air-gel sheet occupies the region where acoustic impedance

is close to zero. The Z values of all the water-gel sheets keep the same as water, which

is independent on the structural feature, while that of liquid metal-gel sheets vary

with increasing filling volume fraction (data points I-VI). By tuning the filler media,

the meta-gel sheet with the channel pattern used in experiments (i.e., a = 2.2 mm,

L = 6.5 mm) can possess a region of Z between 3.75 x 103 Pa s/m and 2.16 x 106

Pa s/m. The meta-gel sheet with a = 3 mm, L = 6 mm have a larger region of Z

between 0.18 x 103 Pa s/m and 2.70 x 106 Pa s/m, which almost covers the Z values

of typical liquids (e.g., water, acetone, benzene, ethyl alcohol, carbon tetrachloride,

glycerin, oil, toluene, seawater, sulfuric acid, in the range of 0.81 x 106 Pa s/m to

2.34 x 106 Pa s/m) and soft solids (e.g., fat, muscle, blood, rubber, polyethylene,

polystyrene, in the range of 1.39 x 106 Pa s/m to 2.41 x 106 Pa s/m), even approaching

the Z values of gases (e.g., air, oxygen, nitrogen, argon, chloroform, in the range of

0.41 x 103 Pa s/m to 0.51 x 103 Pa s/m). To further expand the meta-gel's tunable

range of Z, we choose other dimensions of the channel pattern (i.e., a = 2.2 mm,

L = 2.3 mm, or a = 3 mm, L = 3.1 mm,), so that the channels occupy a higher

volume fraction of the meta-gel sheet than the previous structure. Z of the meta-

gel with a = 2.2 mm and L = 2.3 mm can reach to 1.04 x 107 Pa s/m by filling

liquid metal, while the liquid metal-gel with a = 3 mm and L = 3.1 mm can achieve
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Figure 3-6: Acoustic impedances for various types of solids, liquids and gases in com-
parison with the meta-gel filled with various ratios of fillers and different dimensions.
Meta-gel sheet with six different structural feature are proposed. I: a = 110 Pm,
L = 325 [tm; II: a = 110 pm, L = 115 pm; III: a = 2.2 mm, L = 6.5 mm, used in
experiments; IV: a = 3 mm, L = 6 mm; V: a = 2.2 mm, L = 2.3 mm; VI: a = 3 mm,
L = 3.1 mm.

the maximum value of Z to 1.25 x 107 Pa s/m. (Fig. 3-6). When the wavelengths

of acoustic waves in water are larger than the feature sizes of meta-gel sheet, the

tunability of Z is based on material composition instead of resonance, so the meta-gel

works broadbandly. When the feature size of meta-gel sheet is shifted down to micro

size (i.e., a = 110 pm, L = 115 pm), simulation shows that the working frequency

range of tunable Z is shifted to MHz. (Fig. 3-6) (See Materials and Methods for

details).
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3.6 Materials and Methods

3.6.1 Hydrogel and meta-gel composite fabrication

Hydrogel materials. In the tough hydrogel, Acrylamide (AAm; Sigma-Aldrich

A8887) was used as the monomer for the covalently crosslinked stretchy network

and Sodium alginate (Sigma-Aldrich A2033) ionically was used for the physically

crosslinked dissipative network. In the polyacrylamide (PAAm) network, N,N-methylene-

bis-acrylamide (Bis; Sigma-Aldrich 146072) was used as crosslinker and Ammonium

Persulphate (APS, Sigma A3678 ) was used as photoinitiator. Calcium chloride solu-

tion (Sigma 746495) was prepared for the tough hydrogel, to provide the calcium ion

crosslinked with Sodium alginate.

Fabrication on meta-gel composite. The meta-gel sheet consisted of straight

channels arranged in the tough hydrogel matrix. A mold with 46 detachable bars

was first designed and fabricated using laser cutter (Epilog Mini/Helix; Epilog Laser)

based on computer aided design drawings. Crosslinked hydrogels were fabricated by

pouring pre-gel solution into the mold and covering glass plates. The pre-gel solu-

tion for the soft PAAm-alginate hydrogel was prepared by mixing carefully degassed

aqueous solution (12 wt.% AAm, 2 wt.% sodium alginate, 0.2 wt.% Bis, 0.2 mol/liter

APS). The crosslinked hydrogels in the mold were kept in a humid chamber for one

hour to make sure the formation of crosslinks. Thereafter, the crosslinked hydrogel

sample were carefully separated from the mold. The hydrogel sample with channels

were immersed in calcium chloride solution (2.22 wt.%) for 4 days to generate the

tough hydrogel, and then in deionized water at least for 4 days to reach equilibrium

swollen state. Finally, the neighboring channels in the hydrogel were connected by

using a latex tube and sealed with superglue.
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3.6.2 Acoustic measurement of the transmission coefficient of

the meta-gel sheet

We conducted transmission measurements for the fabricated sample with a = 2.2 mm

(channel diameter) and L = 6.5 mm (period). The whole sample has dimension of

195 mm x205 mm x15.5 mm with 31 channels. The emitter is held fixed at the

bottom of the water tank, with a 10 cm perpendicular distance to the middle of the

sample. The sample is held completely horizontal and stable on an acrylic plastic

ring plate which is fixed by four rods extending from the top platform. The receiver

is placed 2 cm above the sample, and it is attached to a 2D moving stage which is

attached to the top platform.

For each configuration of the channel filling, we measure the acoustic transmis-

sion through the sample for frequency range [50.150] KHz with CTG Model ITC-1042

(emitter) and CTG Model ITC-1089D (receiver). The emitter sends a pulse wave with

the form Pi, = cos(27r x 5 x 104t), where t E [0. 1/(4 x 105)] s. The time domain wave-

form and the Fourier spectrum of P are plotted in Fig. 3-7(a-b). A receiver scans

a region of 5 cm 2 located 2 cm above and parallel to the sample. At each scanning

point, a transmitted signal is measured as a time domain waveform. A typical mea-

sured signal Pout for frequency range [50,150] KHz is plotted in Fig. 3-7(c). A time

window is multiplied to the measured signal to get the portion of direct transmitted

signal through the sample and eliminate reflections and those transmitted through

the surrounded opening in the water tank. We then perform Fourier transform to the

time-windowed signal to obtain the frequency spectrum (Fig. 3-7(d)). The spectrum

covers the frequency range of [50, 150] KHz. After getting the frequency spectrums

for all the points in the scanning region, we compute the average power spectrum

by averaging the square of each individual frequency spectrum. The transmission

coefficient of each channel filling configuration is obtained from the ratio of two mea-

surements. One measurement is performed when the sample is put in the water tank,

and anther measurement is performed when sample removed, serving as reference.

We plot the acoustic transmission coefficients for different filling configurations in
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frequency range [50,150] KHz.
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Figure 3-7: Measurements for [50,150] KHz frequency range. (a) Time domain wave-
form of input signal. (b) Frequency spectrum of input signal. (c) An example of
received signal. The region inside the red rectangle is the time windowed signal. (d)
Frequency spectrum of time-windowed measured signal.

3.6.3 COMSOL simulation on underwater acoustic transmis-

sion of the meta-gel.

The underwater acoustic transmission of the meta-gel was investigated in COMSOL

Multiphysics based on the multiple scattering decomposition method. For example,

the simulation model for the channel filling configuration water: air =1:2 was shown

in Fig. 3-8. The hydrogel was described by a nearly incompressible Neo-Hookean

material model, while the air and water were described by acoustic materials. Bulk
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Figure 3-8: Simulation model in COMSOL based on the multiple scattering decom-
position method.

modulus and shear modulus of the tough hydrogel [113, 121] was 2.21 GPa and

10.8 KPa, respectively and the acoustic velocity and density of water were 1466 m/s

and 1000 kg/M 3, respectively. The air was considered to be non-dissipative, the

acoustic velocity and density of which are assumed to be 343 m/s and 1.204 kg/m3 ,

respectively. The density and velocity of the liquid metal are taken as 6250 kg/m 3 and

2847 m/s, respectively [122]. Quadratic serendipity and quadratic Lagrange elements

were used for solid and acoustic materials, respectively, with the largest element size

smaller than one tenth of acoustic wavelength. The right and left ends of the meta-

gel unit cell were set as periodic boundary condition, and all the interfaces between

hydrogel and fluid (air and water) were set to be Acoustic-Structure Boundaries.

The top and bottom sides of the simulation region were surrounded by perfectly

matched layer (PML) Background pressure field was applied in the whole model to

provide an incident sound pressure. Two integral regions were defined to obtain

the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient corresponding to each order.

The jth order transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient were evaluated by

T = f pt exp(ik,x + ikjy)ds/Sregion1 and RF = f p8 exp(ikjx - ikjyy)ds/Sregion2,

respectively, where pt was the total acoustic pressure, p, was the scattered acoustic

pressure, S was the area of the integral region, kj, = 27r/(a -j) and kj, = k02- k?

were wave vector components of the jt' order diffracted plane wave (a was the width
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of the model and ko was the incident wave number). The total energy transmission

coefficient and reflection coefficient were expressed as TE = bjT? and RE = bjR ,

where bj was the ratio between kjy and ko.

3.6.4 Acoustic impedance of meta-gel and other composites

calculated by effective parameter retrieving method

When the wavelengths of acoustic waves in water are larger than the feature sizes

of our current design of meta-gel sheet, we can approximate the meta-gel sheet as a

macroscopically homogeneous material. We calculate the effective acoustic impedance

of meta-gel using combination of numerical simulation and the effective parameter

retrieval method [119]. The meta-gel sheet with different channel dimensions was

first investigated by using the Acoustic-Solid Interaction Module in COMSOL Multi-

physics. A periodic super cell of meta-gel composites was placed in a 2D waveguide.

Periodic boundary condition was set to the left and right boundaries of the super cell.

A plane wave in designed frequency range was incident to the meta-gel sheet filled with

water and the reflection field RO and transmission field TO were recorded. The acoustic

impedance of the material was then calculated as Z = (jRj-TA Zwater, following

the effective parameter retrieving method 11191, where is the acoustic impedance of

the water (Table 3.1). The sign was determined by requiring that the real part of the

impedance be positive. The real part of the Z was compared with acoustic impedance

of other materials. During the calculation, the thickness of the meta-gel layer is set to

be identical to the diameter of the channel. The other pure hydrogel part is neglected

since the acoustic properties of hydrogel was identical to that of water. Normalized

impedance is defined as the ratio of acoustic impedance of meta-gel to that of water.

The acoustic impedance of water is 1466 x 10 3 Pa - s -m 1 . Normalized impedances

for different channel dimensions and filling materials are plotted in Fig. 3-9.

The densities and sound velocities of different materials including solid, liquid and

gas were listed on Table 3.1, Table 3.3 and Table 3.2. The acoustic impedances of

the materials were then calculated as the product of the density and sound velocity.
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Figure 3-9: Normalized impedance (Z/Zater) of different meta-gel sheets filled by
water, air and liquid metal. The acoustic impedance of water is 1466 x 103 Pa s m-1.

3.7 Summary

In this work, we use tough hydrogels with designed patterns of channels filled with

air, water or liquid metal to achieve tunable acoustic properties that match those

of air, water and soft solids over broadband frequencies. Besides the unprecedented

broadband tunable acoustic transmission, the proposed meta-gel is also low-cost,
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Table 3.1: Acoustic properties of solid [1]
Material Density Acoustic impedance

(Kg m- 3 ) (Pa s m-1 103)
Fiberglass 1500 4110
Lucite 1180 3162
Nylon 1120 2912
Polyethylene 910 1892.8
Polystyrene 1030 2410
Acrylic (Perspex) 1190 3249

Polyvinylchloride, (PVC) 1390 3329
Silicone rubber 1100 1634
Wood 1000 3300-5000
Brick 1400-2400 5040-10080
Concrete 2400 7680-8880
Granite 1800-2600 10710-15470
Glass, Pyrex 1400-1800 7896-10152
bone 1912 7801
fat 952 1389
muscle 1080 1706
blood 1057 1665

Table 3.2: Acoustic properties of gas [1]
Material Density Acoustic impedance

(Kg m- 3 ) (Pa s m-1 103)
Acetylene 1.092 0.359
Air 1.204 0.413
Ammonia (30 0C) 0.717 0.315
Argon 1.661 0.511
Carbon monoxide 1.165 0.391
Chloroform (22'C) 2.994 0.461
Ethane 1.264 0.399

Ethylene (20'C) 1.26 0.412
Helium 0.1664 0.162
Hydrogen 0.0899 0.116

Hydrogen chloride 1.528 0.453
Hydrogen sulfide (240C) 1.434 0.443
Neon (30'C) 0.899 0.4144
Nitric oxide (16 0C) 1.249 0.4172
Nitrogen (29'C) 1.165 0.4129

Oxygen 1.331 0.4206
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Table 3.3: Acoustic properties of liquid [11
Material Density Acoustic impedance

(Kg M-- 3) (Pa s m-1 103)
Acetone 785 850
Benzene 874 958
Carbon Tetrachloride 1584 1446
Ethyl Alcohol 789 915
Gasoline 711 961
Glycerin 1259 2340
n-Hexanol 811 1057
Kerosene 820 1033
Motor oil 880 1531
Petrol 711 872
Octane 692 810
Oil (castor) 956 1425
Oil (lubricating) 900 1315
Phenol 956 1218
n-Propanol 804 970
Pyridine 979 1387
Toluene 867 1132
Turpentine 870 1079
Water 1000 1466
Sulfuric Acid 1838 2349
Seawater 1025 1549

environmentally friendly and compatible with human body. The method and material

system reported here open new avenues to both design and applications of future

acoustic materials. For example, while parallel channels of millimeter size have been

adopted in the current meta-gel sheet, more sophisticated 2D or 3D channel patterns

with finer features may lead to better tunability and/or broader range of acoustic

properties. Other filler media such as silicone oil or glycerol may be explored for

future meta-gels. The tunable impedance match of meta-gel with water and various

soft solid materials over broadband frequencies will facilitate the development of new

underwater acoustic devices and medical imaging devices.
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Chapter 4

Far-field acoustic subwavelength

imaging and edge detection based on

spatial filtering and wave vector

conversion

4.1 Introduction

Acoustic imaging techniques have been widely used in areas such as medical ultrasonic

imaging [3], nondestructive testing [1231, and underwater sonar systems [124, 125].

Similar to other wave-based imaging techniques, the high spatial frequency informa-

tion of an object is carried by evanescent waves that decay exponentially as they

leave the object. The loss of those evanescent waves in conventional imaging sys-

tems leads to the diffraction limit 174]. The working wavelength of acoustic imag-

ing is relatively large compared to imaging techniques using other wave forms (e.g.,

optical wave, x-ray, electron beams, microwaves, etc.). Thus the resolution upper

bound posed by the diffraction limit has larger impact on acoustic imaging. Various

approaches have been developed to realize acoustic imaging beyond the diffraction

limit [17, 18, 38, 39, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 75, 76, 77, 104, 126, 127].
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The near-field scanning technique [751 is one of the earliest techniques for acoustic

subwavelength imaging. Measurements have to be made in close proximity (fractions

of wavelength) to objects in order to capture the evanescent components. This greatly

limits its application. In the past decade, acoustic metamaterial based lenses have

demonstrated the potential in subwavelength imaging [17, 18, 38, 39, 45, 46]. The

dispersion relation and effective material properties were modified inside the meta-

materials to support the propagation of evanescent waves. By coupling to acoustic

metamaterial lenses in the nearfield of the objects, the evanescent waves can be mea-

sured further away from objects. Although the distance is extended through the use of

existing acoustic metamaterials, the thermal viscous loss due to wave propagation in

resonating elements is still a major constraint limiting the use of metamaterial-based

lenses in subwavelength imaging.

If the evanescent wave can be converted to propagating wave and propagate in

free-space or empty waveguide, the propagation distance will be much less limited by

thermal viscous loss. Hyperlenses 147, 49] use cylindrical-shaped anisotropic metama-

terials to couple and gradually compress large subwavelength wave vectors to small

propagating wave vectors. At the exit of a hyperlens, image size is larger than wave-

length and can be detected in the far-field. However, due to the geometric shape,

higher spatial resolution of hyperlenses is at the cost of smaller field of view. The

time reversal technique [50, 76, 77] uses random subwavelength scattering arrays to

convert evanescent waves to propagating waves in the near field. In combination

with time reversal mirror in the far-field, acoustic subwavelength focusing is realized.

However, time reversal imaging is not a direct projection based technique. It requires

a complex recording/playback system and the image needs to be formed at the same

location as the object. Those requirements reduce the flexibility for applications. Far-

field superlenses were designed in optics to realize far-field subewavelength imaging.

They were designed by using gratings to convert optical evanescent waves to propa-

gating waves [128, 129]. The converted propagating waves were measured in far-field

free space and reconstructed computationally. In order to apply gratings to imaging,

the overlapping of multiple diffraction orders needs to be addressed. In the design
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of optical far-field superlens, the overlapping was removed by combining the grating

with a metal layer that can excite subwavelength surface plasmon to couple selected

spatial frequencies to the grating. However, no counterpart of surface plasmon exists

in acoustics. Thus no such far-field superlens has been realized in acoustics yet.

In this work, we propose mechanisms in acoustics to realize the functions of optical

surface plasma and grating, and combine them to demonstrate an acoustic far-field

subwavelength imaging system. A resonator array (denoted as filter layer) of sub-

wavelength unit cells is designed to realize the function of surface plasma in order

to amplify selected subwavelength spatial frequencies. The acoustic binary phase

grating [911 (denoted as grating layer) developed in Chapter 2, which has only even

order diffraction, is designed to remove the incident propagating components and

convert the incident subwavelength components to propagating ones. The combi-

nation of those two proposed structures forms the transmitter of the system, and

establishes the one-to-one relationship between the subwavelength wave vectors and

the propagating ones. Furthermore, instead of measuring the converted propagating

wave directly and performing the back conversion in computer as implemented in

the optical far-field superlens, we use a receiver that is spatially symmetrical to the

transmitter to physically reconvert the propagating wave to the original evanescent

wave in the far-field of the object, resulting in a reciprocal transmitting/receiving

pair. In the proposed system, wave propagation will take place in empty waveguide

with much less thermal viscous loss than in metamaterials. We will show that while

the transmitter still needs to be close to the object, the receiver can be many wave-

lengths away from the object and the distance can be flexible. This is the reason

why we call the designed system far-field lenses. Our system will work as spatial

filters that separate different subwavelength spatial frequencies and project them to

the far-field. Edge detection will be experimentally demonstrated as an example of

far-field sub-wavelength imaging of our proposed system.
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Figure 4-1: System schematics and the working process of the proposed acoustic
far-field subwavelength imaging system. (a) System schematics. The whole system
is composed of a transmitter and a receiver that are spatially symmetrical. Each
part is composed of a filter layer (green) and a grating layer (blue). Evanescent
wave P1 = fkp1(k)e&(kx-2fot)dk, where Iki E [kG - ko, kG], will be filtered out by
the filter layer from the scattered wave by the object Po = f_ po(k)ej(kx-27rfotdk,
and be converted to propagating wave P2 = fkP2 (k')ej(k'x-2rfot)dk', (k' = k - kG E
[-ko, 0] when k > 0 or k' = k + kG E [0, ko] when k < 0) by the grating layer
in the transmitter. In the receiver, P2 will be converted back to evanescent wave

P3 = fk p3(k)e(kx-2rfOtdk. (b) Imaging process. By tuning the geometric parameters
of filter layer and grating layer, different subwavelength spatial frequency bands of
the scattered wave from object (Po) can be separately projected to far-field (Pn,
n = 1, 2,3....). The propagating band can be obtained by propagating through empty
waveguide. The full subwavelength image can be obtained by summing up all the
bands (P1 = E _ P3n). The edge of the object can be detected by adding up just

the subwavelength components (PE = EN 1 3n-)-

4.2 System model

Fig. 4-la illustrates the system configuration that will enable the transmitter/receiver

to faithfully convert evanescent wave to propagating wave and vice versa. As a

proof of concept, the system is set in air with sound speed Cair = 343m/s. The

object here is assumed to be acoustic scattering media with subwavelength details

and is put in contact with the filter layer in the transmitter. The sound source

emits continuous wave at frequency fo (corresponding to wavenumber ko in air) or

a short pulse with center frequency fo. The scattered sound wave from the object,
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Po = f_0., po(k)e&(k 2 fot)dk, enters the filter layer in the transmitter. P is expressed

as the integration of the Fourier spectrum for the scattered wave from the object,

based on the principle of spatial Fourier transform[130]. P contains both propagating

waves (|k| < ko) and evanescent waves (|kI > ko). The function of the filter layer

is to amplify the wave components with a selected wavenumber band. After passing

through the filter layer, the filtered wave is now P1 = fkPi (k)ei(kx-27rfot)dk, where

Jkj E [kG - ko, kG] or Jk C [kGkG + k0 ] (In Fig. 4-la we plot the former case.).

kG = 27r/-y is the grating constant corresponding to grating period y. The function

of the grating layer is to convert the subwavelength wave vectors emerging from the

filter layer to propagating wave vectors by momentum addition. After passing through

the grating layer, P will be converted to P = fk, p2 (k')ej(k'x 2 rfot)dk'. If k > 0, the

conversion is through the - 1st order diffraction of the grating and k' = k - kG - If k <

0, the conversion is through the +1st order diffraction of the grating and k' = k + kG-

The grating is designed to only have odd diffraction orders, thus the propagating

components from the filter layer, which is the zeroth order diffraction, is further

suppressed. The receiver is composed of the same grating layer and the filter layer as

the transmitter. By reciprocity, the receiver takes the reverse process. The grating

layer first adds kG to or subtracts kG from k' to obtain P3 = fk p3(k)ej(kx-2rfotdk.

The amplitudes p1(k), p2 (k') and p3 (k) are derived in later sections as transmission

coefficients of filter layers and grating layers. The grating will also generate other

higher odd order diffractions (3th order, 5th order,...). Then the filter layer in the

receiver will perform post-filtering for the waves with wave number IkI E [kG - k0 , kG]

or [kG. kG + k0 ] in the first order diffraction. Other higher order diffractions are all

attenuated after passing through the filter layer at the receiver. In order to prevent the

overlapping of +1st and -1st diffraction orders of the grating layer, the wavenumber

bands of the wave after passing through the filter layer cannot locate in [kG - k0 , kG]

and [kG, kG + k0] simultaneously. By changing the geometric parameters, the filtering

band of the filter layer and the grating constant kG of the grating layer can be adjusted

to different locations in the spatial spectrum. Thus we can separately project the

bands IkI E [Ttko, (n + 1)ko], n = 1. 2. 3. 4, ... N, to the far-field, as shown in Fig. 4-1b.
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The received signals are denoted by P3 , respectively. The propagating waves with

IkI E [0, ko], denoted by P30 , will be obtained by wave propagating through an empty

waveguide without transmitter/receiver. The final image can be formed in two ways.

One way is summing up all the components together (P1 = z_ 0 P3 ). In this case, a

full image with subwavelength details IkI E [0, (N + 1)ko] will be obtained. The other

way is summing up only the subwavelength components (PE = EN=1 P3n)- In this

case, the edge image of the object that is represented by higher spatial frequencies will

be obtained. To demonstrate the concept in this work, we will show three different

configurations that work for kI E [ko, 2ko], [2ko, 3ko], and [3ko, 4ko].

4.3 Transmission properties of filter layer

(a) (b)
15 - - - filter

h 9- --------------- filter3> ~ ~ j*k35ko

z3

0- 6 2 3 4 5 6
k,

(C) 102 4
---3 ------------- filterl sirnu.

- 3- ---- filter2 simu.
10 filter3 simu.

. -..--.- filteri theory
10.- -: filter2 theory
10-2 7-. filter3 theory

0 3 5 0 2 3 4 5
ke k.

Figure 4-2: Model and properties of the filter layer. (a) Model for filter layer. The
geometric parameters are: b1 = 5 mm, a2 = 2.5 mm, c = 2.5 mm, b2 = 0.75 mm,
h = 5 mm, and d, = 2.75 mm. By changing a1, the filtered wave vector can be tuned.
We choose a, = 4.5 mm for ke = 1.5 (filteri), a, = 6 mm for ke = 2.5 (filter2), and
a, = 6.5 mm for ke = 3.5 (filter3). (b) Theoretically calculated dispersion relations
of filteri, filter2 and filter3 in the x direction. The dispersion relation curves of
filteri, filter2 and filter3 pass through ke = 1.5, ke = 2.5 and ke = 3.5 respectively at

fo = 9000 Hz. (c) Amplitudes and phases of theoretically calculated and simulated
transmission coefficients of filter layers.
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The purpose of filter layer is to couple incident waves with specific wave numbers

from input to output of the layer, as a near-field spatial filter. In optics, such filtering

is realized through the excitation of surface plasma in a metallic layer. However,

there is no counterpart of surface plasma in acoustics yet. We propose to realize the

near-field spatial sound filtering by using two identical arrays of Helmholtz resonators

(HRs) facing each other with distance h, forming a waveguide of height h for the wave

to pass through (Fig. 4-2a). Here h is smaller than the wavelength AO in free space to

guarantee that the wave vector in y direction is zero. Each HR in the arrays is built

with a cavity having widths a1 and c, and height bi, and a rigid tube having widths

a2 and c, and height b2 . The array period is d1 . The resonance frequency of the HR

corresponds to a wavelength that is much larger than the size of the HR itself, so we

can use lumped circuit model to approximate the HRs 12, 26], with the cavity acting

as the capacitor and the tube acting as the inductor.

When the incident field propagates through the waveguide, some components with

specific transverse wave numbers will be coupled to the resonance mode of the HR

arrays. The HRs in the array should have much smaller sizes and periods compared

to the working wavelength in order to make the coupling of subwavelength compo-

nents possible. We choose our working frequency as fo = 9000 Hz, corresponding to

wavelength of AO = 38.1 mm, for demonstration. The proposed system can be scaled

to other sizes and working frequencies depending on different applications. In the co-

ordinate system shown in Fig. 4-2a, the incident field at the entrance of the filter layer

has pressure distribution Pin = eikokex, where ke = k/ko is the effective wave vector

in the x direction. The output pressure field distribution pout = piekokex along the x

direction is obtained at the exit of the filter layer. The transmission coefficient of the

filter layer, Tf(ke), is defined as Tf = Pout/Pin. It is the coupling of wave component

with effective vector ke from the input to the output of the filter. The theoretical

transmission coefficient is calculated using lumped circuit model.

When the unit dimension is much smaller than wavelength, the waveguide and

the HRs can be represented by the lumped element model, as shown in Fig. 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Lumped element model of Helmholtz resonator array

Following the method in 126], we have

OP ZU
Ox d,

aU ZYP
Ox d1

(4.1)

(4.2)

In the calculation, P is the averaged excess pressure, U is the volume velocity, Z =

jkodi 2 is the lumped element impedance of the waveguide, and Y = -- / -

is the admittance of the HR, k = w/c is the wave number, w = 27rf is the angular

frequency, and f is the frequency. The system is assumed to be loss-free.

From Eq. (4.1), and Eq. (4.2),

Z
jkP =

d1U

jkU 2Y P
d1
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We further get

( + 2YZ P=0 (4.5)

If sound source is distributed along the x direction in the waveguide between two

HR arrays, Eq. (4.5) will have a source term on the right-hand side and becomes

S + 2YZ) P=s (x) (4.6)

where s(x) = sokekox, and so is a constant indicating the magnitude of the sound

source. Then the pressure distribution in the waveguide of the filter layer is

P_ SO ei kkox (4.7)
dik~k2 + 2YZ

The transmission coefficient is P/pi,:

Tf(ke ) = SO (4.8)
cr dk~ko'- + 2 Y Z'

where so is a constant indicating the strength of the coupling, Z is the effective

impedance and Y is the effective admittance. Y and Z are functions of the geometric

parameters of the HR arrays. In Eq.(4.8) and the expressions of Z and Y, c = 340 m/s,

d, = 2.75 mm, S, = WiVlh is the cross-sectional area of the waveguide perpendicular

to x direction, where 1U is the size of the waveguide between the two HR arrays in

the z direction, h = 5 mm, I = 0.75 mm, S = a2 is the area of the HR neck tube,

a2= 2.5 mm, V = a1 b1c is the volume of the HR cavity.

When the denominator (d2kke2k -+ 2YZ) approaches zero, the resonance occurs

and the transmission through the waveguide between the HR arrays is largely en-

hanced. Eq. 4.8 is derived based on the assumptions that no damping is considered

and the array is infinitely long. This is comparable to eigenmode analysis. In real-
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istic experiments or simulations, the arrays are of finite length and damping has to

be considered, so that the transmission will not diverge. From dikgk2 + 2YZ = 0,

we get ke =, which determines the wave number that is amplified by the
W1,0

filter layer. By changing the cavity size a, of the HRs, we obtained that ke = 1.5 for

the filter layer with a1 = 4.5 mm (denoted by filteri), ke = 2.5 for the filter layer

with a, = 6 mm (denoted by filter2), and ke = 3.5 for the filter layer with a, = 6.5

mm (denoted by filter3). The theoretical calculation of so in Eq. 4.8 needs multiple

scattering theory and mode analysis for the waves inside HRs and the waveguides.

Here instead, we use COMSOL full wave simulation to calculate so. Two HR arrays,

each containing 90 HRs, are used in the simulation (see Methods section for detailed

description of the COMSOL simulation). By matching the theoretical and simulated

Tf at ke = 0, we get so = 2.35, 1.85 and 1.5 for three curves respectively.

For each ke E [0, 5], the amplitudes and phases of both theoretical and simulated

Tf for the three values of a, are plotted in Fig. 4-2c. Both theoretical and simulation

results show that the amplitude is amplified at ke = - . Neither case considers

loss. The amplification obtained in the simulation is in general smaller than that

in the theoretical calculation. It is because that in the simulation the filter layer

has finite numbers of HRs, which is unable to produce the resonant amplitude that

approaches infinity shown in the theoretical calculation for infinite structures. Both

theory and simulation indicate a 7r phase shift before the resonance wave vector and

zero phase shift after the resonance wave vector.

The dispersion relations of the filter layers in x direction for three different a1

values are calculated from the eigenvalue of Eq.(4.5), which follows the equation

d1ki + 2YZ = 0 (4.9)

Substituting the expressions of Y and Z, we get
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k2 2 _ 2w (4.10)X djSc (wl - c)

The dispersion relations are plotted in Fig. 4-2b. The dispersion relation curve

shifts to lower frequencies as a1 increases, resulting in larger ke corresponding to

fo = 9000 Hz. By further increasing a 1, the filter layer can work for wave vectors

larger than 3.5ko. The largest wave vector that can be accessed is determined by

ke < ', where d, is the period of the HR array. In our case, d, = 2.75 mm, so

k, < 6.9.

4.4 Transmission properties of grating layer

In our designed system, a grating layer is put next to the filter layer to convert the

subwavelength wave to propagating wave. A grating usually has multiple diffraction

orders. The key here is to establish a one-to-one relationship between the wave vectors

before and after conversion. Observing the simulated transmission coefficients in

Fig. 4-2b, we find that the propagating wave components (ke E [0, 1]) are still large

compared to the filtered subwavelength components, especially for filter layers of

higher spatial frequencies. Those unwanted propagating waves will transmit through

the grating layer by the zeroth order diffraction and overlap with the subwavelength

components of interest that transmit by the first order diffraction. Acoustic binary

phase grating developed in Chapter 2 does not have even order diffraction. Thus we

propose to use acoustic binary phase grating to eliminate the zeroth order diffraction

of the propagating components.

In Chapter 2, we developed the acoustic binary phase grating based on two waveg-

uide channels with different wave path length. The two waveguide channels generate

the 7r and 27r phase shift needed for the binary phase grating. Here, we construct the

acoustic binary phase grating in our system with a straight channel of length 17.5

mm (around Ao/2) and a curved channel with wave path length of around A0 but size
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Figure 4-4: Model and properties of the grating layer. (a) Model for grating layer.
Geometrical parameters are: w, = 1.25 mm, w 2 = 6.95 mm, L = 18.75 mm. Chang-
ing the grating period d2 will results in different kG. We choose d 2 = 18.9 mm for
kG 2k0 (gratingi), d2 = 12.6 mm for kG = 3k0 (grating2), and d 2 = 9.4 mm for
kG= 4k0 (grating3). (b-c) Amplitudes (b) and phases (c) of theoretical and simulated
transmission coefficients of grating layers in the transmitter. (d-e) Amplitudes (d)
and phases (e) of theoretical and simulated transmission coefficients of grating layers
in the receiver.

of 17.5 mm in the z direction, as shown in Fig. 4-4a. The width of the channels is

1.25 mm. The height of the channels, h = 5 mm in the y direction, is the same as

the height of the waveguide between the two HR arrays.

For a binary phase grating with period 2d2, the grating constant is kG = 7r/d2 -

In Chapter 2, the first order diffraction is still propagating wave, with wave number

smaller than k0 = 27r/A0. Here we design the grating period d2 such that the first

order diffraction is at the subwavelength band that we want to convert to or convert

from propagating band. The transmission coefficient Tfg(ke) for the grating is defined
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as the coupling efficiency from subwavelength components keko to the propagating

components keko - nkG through the -nth order diffraction. Tg(ke) is defined as the

coupling efficiency from the propagating components keko - nkG to the subwavelength

components keko through the +nth order diffraction (ke E [n -1. n+1], n = 0. 1, 2,...).

T(ke) and TJ(ke) are calculated with plane wave expansion method [97], which is

described in Chapter 2. The waves inside the channels and at both sides of the grating

are expressed as combinations of plane wave modes. The coefficients of different modes

are computed by matching pressures and perpendicular velocities at the two interfaces

of the grating.

In order to verify the theoretical approach, COMSOL full wave simulation is per-

formed to calculate the T (ke) and TJ(ke) of the grating with size of 250 mm in the x

direction (see the Methods section for detailed description of the COMSOL simula-

tion). Fig. 4-4b-4-4e show the amplitudes and phases of the theoretical and simulated

transmission coefficients T (ke) and T (ke) of the three phase gratings with different

grating periods corresponding to kG = 2k0 , 3k0 , and 4k0 (denoted by gratingi, grat-

ing2, and grating3, respectively). Both theoretical calculation and simulation show

that the grating layer demonstrates large -1st and +1st order diffraction for efficient

subwavelength/ propagating wave vector conversion as well as near-zero zeroth order

diffraction for removing the influence of propagating components in the incoming

wave. T (ke) gives positive phase shifts and Tgr(ke) gives negative phase shifts.

Smaller channel width wi will decrease the unit cell size in x direction, enabling

larger kG for converting larger subwavelength wave vectors to propagating wave vector

range. However, a smaller channel width will generate more thermal viscous loss inside

the channels. The choice of w, here is a trade-off among those factors at frequency

9000 Hz.

4.5 Image transfer function of the whole system

In the whole system shown in Fig. 4-1a, the receiver will reconvert the propagating

waves converted from subwavelength waves by the transmitter back to the original
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Figure 4-5: Transmission properties of the whole system. (a) Amplitudes of theoreti-
cally calculated image transfer functions of lensi, lens2 and lens3 for pulse source case

and continuous source case. Lens1, lens2 and lens3 correspond to systems that work

for wave vectors in ke E [1, 2], [2,3], and [3,4], respectively. (b) Amplitudes of sim-

ulated image transfer function of lensi, lens2 and lens3. Simulation is performed in

frequency domain, taking into consideration the multiple reflections between gratings.

(c) When using continuous source, theoretically calculated amplitudes and phases of

image transfer functions for lensi when D = 130 mm and D = 200 mm. D is the

distance between the transmitter and the receiver. (d) When using pulse source,
theoretically calculated amplitudes and phases of image transfer functions for lensi

when D = 130 mm and D = 200 mm.

forms. Three filter layer/grating layer combinations are considered: 1) a1 = 4.8 mm,

kG = 2ko, 2) a1 = 5.9 mm, kG = 3k0 , and 3) a 1 = 6.5 mm, kG = 4k0 (denoted by

lensi, lens2 and lens3, respectively). The distance between the transmitter and the

receiver is D in all three combinations. The waves propagate in empty waveguide of

length D with negligible loss.
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When calculating the transmission coefficient of the whole system (denoted as

image transfer function), we need to consider two cases. One case is when continuous

wave being used as the sound source. Multiple reflections between the two gratings

need to be taken into consideration. In this case, the plane wave expansion method

is applied to the combination of the two gratings and the space between them (see

Methods section for detailed derivation). The calculated transmission coefficient for

the combination of two gratings is denoted as Tg(ke). The other case is when a short

pulse being used as the sound source. Similar to 'single pass' of signals, all multiple

reflections are neglected because their arrival time at the receiver does not overlap with

the direct arrived signal. In this case, we only need to consider the phase delay in the

empty waveguide from transmitter to receiver. The transmission coefficient of the two

gratings and the space between is expressed as Dg(ke) = TTe-jD k (keko-kG) 2 , ke E

1].

The image transfer function can be expressed as Tcontinuous = TTgT (when us-

ing continuous source) or Tpuise = TfDgT (when using pulse source), indicating the

coupling strength of subwavelength wave component with effective wave vector ke

from the input side to the output side. When D = 130 mm (3.4A0 ), the amplitudes

of theoretically calculated Tontinous and Tpuise for lensi, lens2 and lens3 are plotted

in Fig. 4-5a. Since the transmission coefficient of the filter layer has a much larger

magnitude than that of the grating layer near resonance, both amplitudes of Tcontinous

and Tpuise are dominated by the trend of filter layer amplitude response. The image

transfer functions of the three lenses are also obtained in COMSOL frequency domain

simulation. Fig. 4-5b shows the amplitudes of the simulated image transfer functions.

Fig. 4-5a and Fig. 4-5b both indicate that the subwavelength waves with wavenumber

ke E [1, 2],[2. 3], and [3,4] are separately projected to the output of the receiver. The

amplitudes of simulated image transfer functions are smaller than the theoretically

calculated ones mainly because of the difference between theoretical and simulated

amplitudes of the filter layer transmission shown in the previous section.

In order to study the influence of varying distance D, we plot the theoretically

calculated amplitude and phase (Fig. 4-5c) of Tcontinou, for lensi (ai = 4.8 mm, kG =
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2ko) when D = 130 mm and 200 mm. From Fig. 4-5c we find that in continuous

source case, whereas the multiple reflections between the waveguide generate small

variations in the amplitude response, the major trend of band-filtering behavior does

not change with distance D. However, changing D will result in large change in the

phase response, unlike that in the amplitude response. The theoretically calculated

amplitudes and phases of Tpuise for lensi when D = 130 mm and 200 mm are also

plotted in Fig. 4-5d. As indicated by the expression of Dg(ke), the amplitude does

not change with D while the phase does. From above analysis, we conclude that

changing D will only change phases of different wave vector components but not the

amplitudes. With proper phase compensation, the distance between image and object

can be changed flexibly without influencing the imaging quality.

4.6 Subwavelength imaging and edge detection

(a) (b)
Iens3 Iens2 lensl

Microphone

(c) 

100 mmn

(c)ke Speaker ObjectSpeaker
Lens

sorbing foam N

Figure 4-6: Experimental setup. (a) Experimental setup for subwavelength imaging
and edge detection of 1-D slits. The speaker is 20 cm away from the lenses. The
objects are 1-D slits put at the entrance of the transmitter. A microphone is used
to scan the signal distribution at the exit of the receiver. (b) 3D printed lensi, lens2
and lens3. (c) A photo of the experimental system.

The designed far-field subwavelength imaging system has the ability to separate

spatial frequency bands and project them to the far-field. Different spatial frequency
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bands represent portions of the image with different spatial resolutions. By manip-

ulating those separated bands, various functions can be realized. For example, if we

add all the separated bands together, a full image of the object can be reconstructed

with subwavelength details. If only the higher spatial frequency bands are added,

edge detection of the objects can be achieved, which is an important function in

image processing [131, 132, 133, 134, 135].

We use Autodesk Ember 3D Printer to fabricate the three sets of transmitting

and receiving pairs lensi, lens2 and lens3 that work for ke E [1, 2], [2, 3], and [3,4],

respectively (Fig. 4-6). Each set is put into a waveguide of height h = 5 mm and

width 250 mm to confine the converted propagating wave from the transmitter to

the receiver. The propagating distance is D = 130 mm. We first use the fabricated

system to image a 1D slit of size d = 60 mm (1.57Ao). Four measurements are per-

formed, three of which are from the three devices (lens1, lens2, lens3) corresponding

to ke E [1, 2], [2,3] and [3,4]. Another measurement is performed when the slit is put

at the entrance of the same waveguide as the other measurements but without any

of the HR arrays and gratings (lenO), correspoinding to the propagating components

ke E [0, 1]. Each measurement gets the sound field distribution along the exit of the

corresponding lens. Detailed measurement and data processing procedure are in the

Methods section. Normalized spatial spectrums of the measured field distributions,

S' (k,), n = 0. 1. 2,3, are plotted in Fig. 4-7a-4-7d as black solid lines. The measured

spectrum of each lens verifies the spatial filtering capability of our designed system.

From Fig. 4-7a-4-7d we also observe that all the other higher order diffraction com-

ponents are at least 15 dB smaller than those in the 1st order diffraction after passing

through the filter layer at the exit end.

The normalized space domain signals I,(x), n = 0. 1, 2, 3 are obtained by tak-

ing inverse Fourier transform of the windowed spatial spectrums (See Methods) and

plotted in Fig. 4-7e-4-7h. By adding all four normalized signals together, we get

Iful(x) = _ IE(x), which is a full image of the 60 mm slit, as shown in Fig. 4-7j.

If we remove the diffraction limited component Io , Iedge(x) = E3=1 Inp(x) gives two

edges of the slit having distance of 60 mm, as shown in Fig. 4-7i. Each edge is indi-
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cated by a peak having half-width of around Ao/4. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

is defined as the ratio of peak height at the edge to the second largest peak height

within [-A 0 , AO] distance of the edge (neglecting the peak height of the other edge in

this range, if exists). SNR for the 60 mm slit edge detection is calculated as around

6 dB for both edges. The black dashed lines in Fig. 4-7 are COMSOL simulation

results of spectrums and images corresponding to the experimental measurements.

We repeat the measurement process to obtain the I, I2, and I of slits with sizes

30 mm (0.8Ao), 15 mm (0.4AO), and 10 mm (0.26Ao), and plotted the Iedge(X) --

3 _ IP((x) for the corresponding three slits in Fig. 4-8a-4-8c. The edges of 30 mm

and 15 mm slits are successfully detected. The SNR of the 30 mm slit is 7.5 dB for

the left edge and 8.1 dB for the right edge. The SNR of the 15 mm slit is 7.5 dB

for the left edge and 5.7 dB for the right edge. However the system fails to detect

the edges of the 10 mm slit, since the highest spatial frequency we can detect is less

than 4ko, corresponding to feature size larger than Ao/4 = 9.5 mm. 10 mm is almost

the limitation of detection in the current system. In Fig. 4-8i, we only observe one

peak of size around 10 mm, instead of two edges with 10 mm distance.We then use

the four lenses to perform imaging for double-slit objects. One object is composed

of one 20 mm (0.52AO) slit and one 30 mm (0.8Ao) slit with 20 mm edge-to-edge

distance. Another object is composed of two 10 mm (0.26AO) slits that have 10 mm

edge-to-edge distance. We plot the experimental full images and edge images for the

objects in Fig. 4-8d-4-8g. The four lenses successfully capture both the edges and the

full image for the 20 mm-30 mm double slits. And as expected, our device gives the

subwavelength image of the two slits but does not capture the edges due to the upper

limit of wave vector range, which is 4ko. One can notice that the obtained images are

not perfect square functions as the object, and the edges have widths of around Ao/4

instead of being perfect pulses. Those imperfections are due to the fact that we only

use four lenses to obtain spatial information up to 4ko. In order to fully recover the

square images similar to the objects, more than four lenses that can recover deeper

subwavelength information are necessary. The smaller or more complex the object is,

the more spatial wave vector bands are needed in order to resolve the image.
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In order to better evaluate the performance of the four lenses, we plot red dashed

lines in Fig. 4-7e- 4-7j and Fig. 4-8 as theoretical references. Those red dashed lines are

obtained with the corresponding [0, ko],[ko, 2ko],[2ko, 3ko],or [3ko, 4ko] bands directly

cut from the spatial Fourier transforms of the slits. For example, the red dashed line

in Fig. 4-7f is obtained with the following steps: 1) Perform spatial Fourier transform

for the 60 mm slits (a rectangular function with width 60 mm) to obtain the spectrum.

2) Use a window function to obtain the fko,2ko ] band from the spectrum. 3) Perform

reverse Fourier transform for the windowed [ko,2ko I band to get the red dashed line

in Fig. 4-7f showing the spatial field distribution of the [ko. 2ko] band. We can see

that the experimental outputs from the lenses are very similar to those theoretical

references. The slight differences are due to the non-uniform transmission amplitudes

for different wave vector components passing through the lenses. The non-uniform

amplitudes are caused by non-uniform frequency response of the system for different

wave vectors as well as different influence of damping on different wave vectors. The

blue solid lines in Fig. 4-8 represent the diffraction-limited images from the empty

waveguide (lensO), from which we can verify the resolution improvement by adding

the signals from lensi, lens2 and lens3.

4.7 Discussion

The experimental results have successfully demonstrated that our designed system

can separate and project different subwavelength spatial frequency bands to the far-

field. The distance between image and object is largely extended compared to other

subwavelength imaging systems based on negative index materials, Fabry-perot res-

onances, or trapped modes. The distance can now be many wavelengthes away and

also be flexible according to application. Furthermore, the waveguide between the

transmitter and the receiver in our system does not need to be straight as long as

the height of the waveguide is smaller than the wavelength in free space. We can

bend the waveguide according to the applications. The demonstrated system in this

paper works in transmission mode. The system can also work in reflection mode,
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Figure 4-7: Subwavelength imaging and edge detection results of a 1-D 60 mm

(1.57Ao) slit. (a-d) When the object is a 60 mm slit, the normalized spatial spec-

trums of received signals from empty waveguide (a), lensi (b), lens2 (c), and lens3

(d), respectively. (e-f) The reverse Fourier transforms of the shaded regions ke E [0, 1]

(e), [1, 2] (f), [2, 3] (g), and [3, 4] (h) in the spectrum plotted in (a-d) correspondingly.

(i) The edge image of the 60 mm slit by adding three subwavelength components.

(j) The full image of the 60 mm slit by adding subwavelength as well as propagating

components. In (a-j), black solid lines are experimental measurements, black dashed

lines are simulation results, and red dashed lines are theoretical references.

where only one set of filter layer and grating layer combination is needed. The spa-

tial symmetrical part can be performed by simply adding a reflecting mirror in the

far-field. Another intriguing property of our system is that the transmitter and the

receiver are symmetrical. An object can be put to either side to project the sub-

wavelength information to the other side. With this symmetry, our system can be

used as long distance acoustic communication system to exchange subwavelength in-

formation. Those tunabilities in the positions of object/image and the waveguide

shape give our system unprecedented flexibilities compared to other far-field imaging

systems such as hyperlenses and time reversal techniques.

There are several limiting factors for the spatial resolution of the system. The first
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Figure 4-8: Subwavelength imaging and edge detection for 1-D single slits and double
slits. (a-c) Edge images for a single slit of size 30 mm (a), 15 mm (b), and 10 mm
(c), respectively. (d) The full image of a double-slit object with 20 mm and 30 mm
slit widths and 20 mm edge-to-edge distance. (e) The edge image of the 20 mm-30
mm double slits. (f) The full image of a double-slit object with 10 mm and 10 mm
slit widths and 10 mm edge-to-edge distance. (g) The edge image of the 10 mm-10
mm double slits. In (a-g), black solid lines are experimental measurements, blue solid
lines are diffraction limited results from empty waveguide, and red dashed lines are
theoretical references.

factor comes from the filter layer. As discussed earlier, the largest wave vector that

can be amplified by the filter layer is limited by the periods of the filter layer, which is

determined by the smallest size of Helmholtz resonators. However, smaller Helmholtz

resonator size results in higher working frequency. Higher working frequency will

further result in smaller wave vector range. In order to increase the spatial resolution,

resonators in the filter layer should be able to generate lower resonance frequency
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with smaller size. The second factor comes from the grating layer. The largest wave

vector that can be converted back to propagating wave is determined by the grating

period, which is limited by the smallest lateral size of each phase delay channel. The

loss is another factor that will influence the resolution since higher spatial frequency

components will be attenuated more by the thermal loss in each component.

Our work on the acoustic far-field subwavelength imaging system will lead to

a number of directions that worth exploration in the future. For example, in the

future, the current 1D line scanner type lenses can be expand to 2D to perform 2D

subwavelength spatial filtering and edge detection. Currently, multiple lenses with

different geometric parameters are needed for obtaining different spatial bands. In

the future, tunable lenses can be designed such that the spatial filtering band can be

adjusted in real-time. The working frequency of the current system is 9000 Hz, which

is easy for demonstration in lab. In the future, the frequency range can be shifted to

other applications' ranges by tuning the system size. In the current demonstration,

the filter layer and the grating layer are built separately. In the future, if there is a

way to combine the filter layer and the grating layer together, then the fabrication

complexity will be largely decreased.

4.8 Methods

4.8.1 Experimental setup

As shown in Fig. 4-6a, the slit to be imaged is put in contact with the HRs in the

transmitter (leni, lens2 and lens3) or the entrance of the empty waveguide (lensO).

The left and right sides of the waveguide are covered by sound absorbing foam. A

sound speaker located 20 cm (around five wavelengths) away from the slit sends eight

periods of 9000 Hz sound wave. The wave incidents on the slit and the scattered wave

from the slit enters the transmitter. At the receiver, a microphone (PCB 130F20)

scans the sound field along the x direction at the exit of the HR arrays. The scanning

has resolution of 1.25 mm and in total 180 points (22.5 cm) are scanned. At each
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scanning point, 0.01 seconds (90 periods for wave of frequency 9000 Hz) of the sound

wave is recorded.

4.8.2 Experimental data normalization

A time window of 10 periods is applied to each directly measured signal to obtain

the portion of sound signal that comes from the imaging system in order to eliminate

the interference of reflected wave from surrounding environment (the lab walls, table

surface, etc.) and the multiple reflections inside the waveguides. By taking the

time domain Fourier transform of the time-windowed signals, the complex values of

the 9000 Hz components at all scanning points are obtained as I(x), where n =

0, 1.2. 3 (device number). Spatial Fourier transforms of I,(x) are obtained as Sn(ke)

,n = 0. 1. 2, 3. The 1-D spatial Fourier transform of a rectangular function of 60 mm

width, Sr(ke), is used as reference for normalization (plotted as red dashed lines in

Fig. 4-7a-4-7d). We normalize the amplitude of the measured spectrum Sn(ke) to

the amplitude of the reference Sr(ke), and compensate for the phase variations of

different wave vectors caused by passing through the system. Each S (ke) is divided

by the factor A, = "iSn(kej 0,(ke) where " (ke)_ is the ratio of the maximummaxlISr (k.)II max ISr (k ) I ertoo h aiu

amplitudes of Sn(ke) and Sr(ke) in the range ke C [n - 1, n + 1], n = 1. 2.3. The time

windowed signal has 10 periods, which is shorter than the time needed for second

arrival from waveguide internal reflection (3D/Cair). So 0n(ke) is the phase of image

transfer function Tpuise = TfDgT theoretically calculated for lensi, lens2, and lens3.

When n = 0, Oo(ke) = e-j(D+ 2L+2a) k (keko) 2 (ke E [-1, 1]) is the phase profile after

wave propagates through distant D + 2L + 2a, in an empty waveguide, where L is

the length of the grating layer in z direction and a1 is the size of the filter layer in

z direction. The A, calculated here using the slit of size d = 60 mm are stored and

used as normalization factors for imaging processes of other slit sizes. The normalized

spectrums are denoted by S (ke), n = 0, 1, 2.3. Multiplying S (ke) with a rectangular

function R,(ke)(R,(ke) = 1 when Ikel E [n - 1.n] and R,(ke) = 0 elsewhere) to

eliminate the components outside the range Ikel E [n - 1. n], and performing the

inverse spatial Fourier transform for S, (ke)Rn(ke), we obtain the processed space
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domain signal IP (x),n = 0, 1, 2, 3.

4.8.3 Theoretical transmission coefficient of the two-grating

combination, T9

Grating A

P21

Grating B

P41

VA -)
P3

x -
z=0 z=L

'Z

D
z=L+D z =2L+D

Figure 4-9: Model of two gratings with distance D.

In the double grating model shown in Fig. 4-9, the pressure field pin = e-kxox

incidents onto the grating from left. So the pressure fields in areas separated by the

boundaries of Grating A and Grating B are:

(4.11)p1 = ej(-kxox-kzoz) + 3 Raej(-kx.x+kzmZ)

where kx, = kxO + 2m, k' + k' = k,

(4.12)P21 = Aie-in1koz + Bejn2koz
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P22 =A 2 -koz + B2 en2koz

p 3 (z = L) = ej(-kxPx) (AO + B0 ) + 1 Tej(-kx - kz,(z-L))

mfp

where p is the mode number when |kxI < ko,

P41 = A 3e-jnlko(z-L-D) +B 3 jnlko(z-L-D),

P42 = A 4e-jn2ko(z-L-D) + B 4 e&n2ki(z-L-D)

P5 = Tb ej(-kxni-kzi (z-2L-D))

Define new parameters v1 = A 1 - B1, v2 = A 2 - B 2, V3 = Aie-in1koL

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

- BlejnlkoL

V4= A 2e-in2koL - B 2 ejn2koL, V5 = A 3 - B3 , v2 = A 4 - B4, v 3 = A3e-jnkoL - B 3 ejnlkoL

V4 = A4e- n2 koL- B4 ejn2koL. By matching the pressure and perpendicular velocity at

the four surfaces of the two gratings, we obtain the following expressions for V1 , v 2 ,

13, V4 V5, V6, V7, v8:

[H + A1lvi + 2G+v2 - F

G-v1 + [2H + A21v 2 - F

-F1 v 1 + [Hpr + A 1 + Pl]v3 + 2G+2Pe 2Jkd

-v7 =2sinc wi

2 = 2sinc (2 1) ek ) (-),

V4 - P 2 V5 -

k2Pd
2P2e 2 V6=-0,

-- 72v 2 + [G- + P1e 2d V] + [2Hp + A2 + 2P1]V4- P2e 2d -- 2P2v 6 = 0,(4.2 1)
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-jkk, d 
[3 d

-P2V3 - 2P ?e 2 V4 + [Hp + A, + Pi]vi + [G+ + 2Pie 2

-jkxpd

-P2e 2 V3- 2P2 v4 + [G- + P1 e V 5 + [2H + A 2 + 2P1 ]v6 - F 2V 8 = 0(4.23)

-Fiv 5 + [H + A1]v7 + 2G+v8 = 0, (4.24)

-F 2v6 + G-v 7 + [2H + A 2]v 8 = 0. (4.25)

In those expressions, F1 F2 = 1 1 A cos(koL) A 2 = cos(2koL)In hoe xpesson, ~l j sin (ko L)' I j sin(2koL)' j sin (ko L)'I j sin(2koL)'

G-=Em e'k- m(-d)a k sinC2 1

H = Em 2k sine L1), G-d = E in2 t2

GP+ -Zmop eik.,m,(d) j kL j 2 
U

2d VT .sn

EG+=m ei 2d sinc2

=Emp, ekx(- )a k sinc2  1

\T, Ha = 2in_2
1,)~fP~jm~~ k~k k2 UI

P1 = sinC2 1d k -2 2

where Ik, I < ko.

cos (kzpD) 2
j sin(kzp D)

ko sinC2 j zP
d k -k2 sinkD

By solving those equation,s we can get v1 , v 2, v3, v 4 , 'v5 , v6 , v 7, V 8 . Then the

transmission coefficients (Tm) and reflection coefficients (Rm) are calculated as follows:

Tmb (kX.) = a 2 ko sinc
d Vk - k2m (

R (k,,) = 1 - a ko sine

d k k2()

a ko linc
d~i k, k

k Xi1

2

kxo

2

) +- 2e.kx ( d )v1

1 v1 + 2ei 2 )v 2]

k(1 + 2e ikx (d)V22 , [1 2-JV2

Tg(ke) is defined as Tob when k1 o = k ok0 .
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4.8.4 COMSOL simulation setups

The pressure acoustics module in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 is used in all the simula-

tions below. The background medium is air. The HRs, channels and the waveguides

are all modeled as rigid walls (having infinitely large acoustic impedance).

Transmission coefficient of the filter layer

x x

LZ

:1 -___________________

V' = 250mm

Figure 4-10: COMSOL simulation setup for filter layer

The filter layer is composed of two HR arrays. Each array has 90 Helmholtz

resonators with period of 2.75 mm, resulting in a structure with size 250 mm in

the x direction. A waveguide of height in y direction h. = 5 mm and width in x

direction W = 250 mm is inserted between the two HR arrays. The center of the

HR arrays is placed at z = 0. The waveguide is surrounded by perfect matched

layers. A monopole line source with distribution Qm = exp[i(kokex)] is set along the

x direction at z = -3.6 mm. At frequency f = 9000 Hz, the pressure distribution

along x direction at z = 3.5 mm is obtained through the frequency domain full wave

simulation. For each input ke E [0, 5], the spatial fourier transform of the output
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pressure distribution is obtained and denoted by p,(k', ke), meaning the output

pressure with wave vector k' when the input effective wave vector is ke. The same

monopole line source with distribution Qm = exp[i(kokex)] is set along the x direction

at z = -3.6 mm of an empty waveguide and the spatial Fourier transform of pressure

distribution at z = -3.5 mm is obtained as pref(k', ke). The transmission coefficient

of the filter layer, Tf, is defined as Tj(ke) = "______

Transmission coefficient of the grating layer

x X

L--,Z L--. Z

z

Figure 4-11: COMSOL simulation setup for a single grating layer

The grating layer is designed to have same size in x direction as the filter layer,

which is 250 mm. For three different grating periods d 2 = 18.9 mm, 12.6 mm,and

9.4 mm, the number of r phase shifter and 27r phase shifter pairs is 13, 20, and 26.

The grating layer is put into the same waveguide that is used for the simulation of

filter layers. The entrance side of the grating is set at z = 0 mm. A monopole line

source with distribution Qm = exp[i(kokex)] is set along the x direction at z = -0.1

mm. At frequency f = 9000 Hz, the pressure distribution along x direction at

z = 17.6 mm (0.1 mm after the exit of the grating) is obtained through the frequency

domain full wave simulation. For each input ke, the spatial Fourier transform of
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the output pressure distribution is obtained and denoted by p.t(k', ke), meaning the

output pressure with wave vector k' when the input effective wave vector is ke. The

same monopole line source with distribution Qm = exp[i(kokex)] is set along the x

direction at z = -0.1 mm of an empty waveguide and the spatial Fourier transform

of pressure distribution at z = 0 mm is obtained as pref(k', ke). The transmission

coefficients of the grating layer, TV and Tr, are calculated as Tt(ke) = Pout(k,-kGk)
9 (prf (keke)

T;(k.) = P"s(keke-kG) where k E -, +p, f pe(ke-kG, k,- kG)? I ko ko

Transmission coefficient of the whole structure

x x

1 - Z L--. z

z = -3. 175.5mm

Z =-

Figure 4-12: COMSOL simulation setup for the whole system.

In the simulation, the transmitting end and the receiving end are combined as

a whole system and are placed in the same waveguide as previous simulations. The

input plane is at z = -3.6 mm. The entrance of the grating layer in the transmitting

end is at z = 3.5 mm. The distance between two gratings is 130 mm. and the

output plane is at z = 175.5 mm. A monopole line source with distribution Qm =

exp[i(kokex)] is set along the x direction at z = -3.6 mm. At frequency f = 9000

Hz, the pressure distribution along x direction at z = 3.5 mm is obtained through the

frequency domain full wave simulation. For each input ke c [0, 5], the spatial Fourier
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transform of the output pressure distribution is obtained and denoted by p"t(k', ke),

meaning the output pressure with wave vector k' when the input effective wave vector

is ke. The same monopole line source with distribution Qm = exp[i(kokex)] is set

along the x direction at z = -3.6 mm of an empty waveguide and the spatial Fourier

transform of pressure distribution at z = -3.5 mm is obtained as Pref(k'e, ke). The

transmission coefficient of the whole system, T, is defined as T(ke) = .ou(ke,ke)
p, f (k,, k,

Simulation of edge detection

Input plane Output plane

* 27r 27 *
2n 2n

X 27r 27

D =130mm

Figure 4-13: COMSOL simulation setup for edge detection.

Frequency domain COMSOL simulations are performed for the imaging process

of the three devices and the empty waveguide. The slit with width d is put at the

input plane. A point monopole source is put at 20 cm away from the slit. The

simulation frequency is set at f = 9000 Hz. The spatial Fourier transform of the

field along the transverse direction (x direction) at the detection plane are obtained

as Fn(ke), n = 0, 1, 2, 3. F.,(ke) is normalized with Bn = a IS, -(e) (Khere

ma In kr Iis the ratio of the maximum amplitudes of F"(ke) and S,(ke) in the range

k, E [n - 1, n + 11, n = 1, 2, 3. The simulation is implemented in the frequency domain.

The multiple reflection between gratings is automatically included in the frequency

response. SO On(ke) is the phase of transmission coefficient Tcontinuous =T T TfT
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theoretically calculated for lensi, lens2, and lens3. 0 (k,) is the phase delay for wave

propagation in distance D+2L+2ai, as in the experimental case. The inverse Fourier

transforms of the normalized F (ke) which are denoted by I, (x).

4.9 Summary

In summary, we have designed and tested an acoustic subwavelength imaging system

based on wave vector conversion. The combination of resonator arrays that enhance

the waves with specific wave vectors, and binary phase gratings that add or subtract

wave vectors by first order diffraction, establishes a one-to-one relationship between

the subwavelength and propagating wave components. All theoretical, simulation

and experimental data confirmed the capability our system in separating and pro-

jecting different subwavelength wave vector bands to the far-field of the object. We

have demonstrated the application of our system with the edge detection of acous-

tic scattering objects with resolution upper limit of AO/4 and signal-to-noise ratio of

~ 6 dB. The system can be scaled to sizes of interest in ultrasonic medical imaging

and non-destructive testing applications to increase the imaging resolution, and be

applied to acoustic communication systems to increase the information capacity by

incorporating subwavelength information.
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Chapter 5

Subwavelength wave

filtering/ enhancement with low sound

speed materials

5.1 Introduction

Acoustic wave is widely used in medical ultrasonic imaging and nondestructive testing

owing to its non-radiative and noninvasive nature. The resolution of traditional acous-

tic imaging systems is limited to around half wavelength due to the loss of evanescent

fields, which carry deep subwavelength details of the image. By increasing the working

frequency, the resolution could be increased, but at the cost of decreasing penetration

depth. Various approaches were proposed to increase the resolution without increas-

ing working frequency [17, 18, 38, 39, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 75, 76, 77, 104, 126, 127].

The key to those approaches is to better collect the information carried by decaying

evanescent fields [74].

Pendry, et. al. first brought up the idea of perfect lens with negative refrac-

tion [381. In background medium of air (impedance Z = Zo and refractive index

n-1), a slab of material with matched impedance Z = Zo and refractive index n=-1

can amplify the evanescent components and realize perfect image focusing. Negative
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refractive index can be realized in phononic crystals with band folding of the disper-

sion curve due to Bragg scattering [136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142]. It can also be

realized in metamaterials by having both negative effective mass density and negative

effective bulk modulus at the same time [25, 27, 41, 66]. Later researchers found that

the negative bulk modulus is not necessary. When the mass density is negative, the

surface resonance state can be excited at the interface of positive/negative density

materials and the evanescent wave can be amplified at the interfaces for subwave-

length imaging [43].The subwavelength imaging devices using negative parameters

are called superlenses. In acoustics, the negative density and negative bulk modulus

are realized with locally resonant subwavelength structures, e.g. solid cores with elas-

tic coating [21], Helmholtz resonators [26], membranes [143], soft porous material 1281,
or coiling-up-space waveguide channels [66], etc. Besides the superlenses with neg-

ative parameters, material with anisotropic parameters demonstrate cylindrical or

hyperbolic dispersion relation shapes and support the propagation of subwavelength

wave components. Materials with anisotropic material properties form the so-called

hyperlenses for subwavelength imaging [47, 49, 144].

Can a slab of isotropic material with positive parameters be used for subwave-

length imaging? The answer is yes. In [145], the authors proposed that the evanes-

cent acoustic wave can be amplified by coupling to a material slab with slow sound

speed. The multiple reflections between the two interfaces of the slab amplifies the

decaying evanescent field. In [145], an initial theoretical derivation is developed for

the enhancement of evanescent field based on the analogy with quantum mechanics.

In our work shown in this chapter, the exact expression for acoustic wave transmis-

sion coefficient is derived based on acoustic wave equations. The influences of layer

thickness, material properties, and damping factors are studied systematically. Full

wave FEM simulation for the evanescent enhancement is also demonstrated.
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Pi, Ci P,, Ce P2, C2

Pin = ejkxx

x

0 d

Figure 5-1: System model. Wave incidents the material slab of thickness d from left
to right.

5.2 System model

Considering a slab of material of thickness d, density pe, and sound speed ce, placed

between medium 1 (pi, ci) and medium 2 (p2, c2 ). A sound wave with pressure

distribution along the interface of medium 1 and the slab, P = eikx, incidents on

the interface at z = 0. k, is the wave vector along x direction. The pressure in

medium 1, medium 2 and the slab can be expressed as follows:

P, = eikxxeik1z + Rejkxxeikzlz. (5.1)

P 2 = Ae kxx e-kze + Bejkxxejkzez, (5.2)

P3 = Tejkxxe-jkz2(z-d), (5.3)

where R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients of the wave passing

through the slab. A and B are the coefficients representing the weights of wave

traveling forward and backward inside the slab. In Eq. 5.1-5.3, kzi, kz 2 and kze

are the vertical wave numbers in medium 1, medium 2 and the slab, respectively.
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The transverse wave number k, does not change at the interfaces of different media

according to momentum reservation. We have k,2 + k 1 = (27rf/ci) 2, k, + k 2 =

(27r f/c 2 ) 2 , and k2 + k e = (27rf/ce) 2, where f is the frequency of the wave. By

matching the velocities in z direction and the pressures at interfaces z = 0 and z = d,

the following expressions for A, B, R and T are obtained:

1 + R = A + B (5.4)

1 1
-jkzi(1 - R) = -jkz 2(A - B) (5.5)
Pi P2

Ae-k.2d + Bekz2d - T (5.6)

11
jkz 2 (Ae--Jkz2d - Bekz2d) = jkz3 T (5.7)

P2 P3

From Eq. 5.4-5.7, we get the expression for T as:

T =2kzlkzepep 2
(kzk 2 p2 + k p1p 2 ) sin(kzed)i + (kzikze PeP2 + kzekz 2 pipe) cos kred)

5.3 Water/water interface

In this section, we consider the case when both medium 1 and medium 2 are water

(Pi = P2 = Pwater = 1000 kg/M 3 , Ci = C2 = Cwoter = 1500 m/s). We assume

the density of the slab is also p, = 1000 kg/M 3. If the sound speed in the slab

(ce) is smaller than in water, some of the plane wave components with wave vector

27rf/Culater < kr < 27rf/ce is evanescent in the surrounding medium 1 and 2 but is

propagative in the slab. The transmission of those evanescent wave components will

be enhanced by the propagating modes inside the slab.

First, transmission coefficient T as a function of the incident normalized transverse

wave vector ke = kc2-"fer is calculated when the sound speed of the slab is assumed

to be ce = 200m/s (corresponding to refractive index nr = 7.5, if the refractive index

of water is assumed to be nfwater = 1) and the slab thickness is d = 0.05A, where

A = Cwater/f is the wavelength of the wave in water.
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Figure 5-2: Transmission coefficients when d = 0.05A, c= 200 m s, p, 1000 kg/m 3

and medium 1 and medium 2 are both water.

In the calculation, we add thermal viscous loss to the slab by adding imaginary

parts to the sound velocity and the density. So the expression for sound speed is

ce = Ce(1 + 6i), and the expresison for density is P' = Pe(1 - 6i), where 6 is defined

as the damping coefficient. The transmission curves T(ke) when 6 = 0, 5%, and

20% are plotted in Fig. 5-2. We can clearly see the resonance peak at ke = 5.46

and the gigantic transmission enhancement for wave vectors in the range around the

resonance peak when 6 = 0. Those wave vectors correspond to evanescent waves

in water. The resonance is induced by multiple reflections inside the slab. When

increasing 6, the peak becomes lower and broader. Even when 6 is as high as 20%, we

still get transmission coefficient as high as 1 around ke = 5.46, which is much larger

than off resonance locations. Thus the slab of slow sound material works as a spatial

filter for evanescent spatial components.

Next, we study the transmission enhancement when changing the slab thickness

(d) and refractive index (nr) inside the slab. The T as a function of ke and d is plotted

in Fig. 5-3(a) when 6 = 0 and in Fig. 5-3(b) when 6 = 5%. In those two plots, the

refractive index of the slab is nr = 7.5. In the damping-free case shown in Fig. 5-3(a),

the bright trajectories indicate the locations of resonance. When ke > nr = 7.5, the

wave inside the slab is also evanescent thus cannot generate any resonance in the
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transmission. So there is no peak in the region k, > nr = 7.5. For larger d, the T

has resonance peaks at more locations of k,. When there is damping, increasing d

results in more loss in the transmitted energy. The transmission amplitudes drop to

below unit value for d > 0.6A (as shown in Fig. 5-3(b) when 6 = 5% ). We also see

that the trajectory of the resonance peaks are broadened. The T as a function of k,

and nr is plotted in Fig. 5-3(c) when 6 = 0 and in Fig. 5-3(d) when 3 = 5%. In those

two plots, the slab thickness is d = 0.05A. Different nr values of the slab result in

different ke locations of the resonance peaks. When nr < 1, there is no enhancement

for the evanescent field, because all the evanescent field in water is also evanescent in

the slab if nr < 1.

5.4 Water/air interface

In this section, we consider the case when medium 1 is water and medium 2 is air

(pi = pwoter = 1000 kg/M 3, P2 = Pair = 1.29 kg/m 3, ci = Cwatr = 1500 m/s,

C2 = Cair = 1500 m/s). The density of the slab is again assumed to be the same

as water, p, = 1000 kg/m 3. The wave incidents from the water side. The acoustic

wave transmission through the water/air interface is known to be difficult due to

the extreme impedance mismatch. By introducing a slab of material with sound

speed slower than water, some of the evanescent components will be able to transmit

through the water/air interface because of the multiple reflections between the two

interfaces of the slab.

Transmission coefficient T as a function of the incident normalized transverse

wave vector kg is calculated for the same slab as in the previous water/water case

(ce = 200m/s and d = 0.05A) for different damping factors 6 = 0, 5%, and 20%

(Fig. 5-2). The transmission coefficient is below -30 dB for ke < 1, because of the

extreme impedance mismatch. There are two resonance peaks for evanescent wave

ke > 1. One is at ke = 3.64, which is due to the multiple reflections inside the slab.

Another one is at k, = 4.4, which equals to cuter/coi,. This peak corresponds to the

wave number for a plane wave propagating in air. Increasing the damping factor 6
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Figure 5-3: Transmission coefficient T as functions of different parameters when both
medium 1 and medium 2 are water. (a-b) T as a function of incident transverse wave
number ke and slab thickness d when damping factor 6 = 0 (a) and 6 = 5% (b). (c-d)
T as a function of incident transverse wave number ke and slab refractive index nr
when damping factor 6 = 0 (c) and 6 = 5% (d).

has more influence on the peak from multiple reflections. Although the transmission

coefficient at resonance is still small, it is much larger than off resonance locations.

Thus the slab of slow sound material can still work as a spatial filter.

The T as functions of ke, d/A, and nr at two different damping factors are plotted

in Fig. 5-5 in the same way as in the previous section for water/water interface. The

change of T when changing those parameters follows similar trend as in the previous

case, except for the fact that there is a resonance peak at ke = cwater/cair = 4.4 that

does not move when changing d/A and nr.
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Figure 5-4: Transmission coefficients when d = 0.05A, cc = 200 m/s, p, = 1000 kg/m.
Medium 1 is water and medium 2 is air.

5.5 Simulation of 2D subwavelength imaging at wa-

ter/water interface

Since the slow-speed slab can enhance certain band of evanescent wave, it can be used

for subwavelength imaging. In this section, we simulated the subwavelengh imaging

process with the same slab as the one used in the transmission coefficient calculation

in the previous sections (ce = 200 m/s (nr = 7.5), p, = 1000 kg/m3 , d = 0.05lambda).

The simulation is implemented with COMSOL. The material slab is put inside water,

so medium 1 and medium 2 are both water. As shown in Fig. 5-6(a), the scattering

object is put close to one side of the slab. The acoustic plane wave with frequency

f = 40 KHz incident onto the object. The image plane is at the other side of the

slab. The scattering object we want to image here is composed of two subwavelength

beams, each with height of 5 mm and length of 20 mm, as shown in Fig. 5-6(b). The

distance between the two beams is 5 mm.

The 2D transmission coefficient for different spatial frequency components (kx

and k.) is plotted in Fig. 5-7. Since the 2D slab is isotropic in x-y plane, the 2D

transmission coefficient is the rotation of 1D transmission coefficient shown in Fig. 5-

2 around to the point [k1 , ky = [0, 0]. The 2D transmission coefficient has a circular
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Figure 5-5: Transmission coefficient T as functions of different parameters when
medium 1 is water and medium 2 is air. (a-b) T as a function of incident transverse
wave number ke and slab thickness d when damping factor J = 0 (a) and 6 = 5% (b).
(c-d) T as a function of incident transverse wave number ke and slab refractive index
nr when damping factor 6 = 0 (c) and 6 = 5% (d).

peak at /k, +kg = 5.46.

The subwavelength imaging process is shown in Fig. 5-8. When the slab is re-

moved, the field distribution at the image plane is a blurred image only having the

low spatial frequency information, as shown in Fig. 5-8(a). When the slab is put

between the object and the imaging plane, the field distribution on the image plane

is shown in Fig. 5-8(b). The high spatial frequency is transmitted through the slab.

However, since different spatial components k, and k. undergo different phase delays,

the output image is distorted. By compensating the different phase delays for dif-

ferent frequency components using the phase component in the theoretically derived
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Figure 5-6: System schematics for simulation of subwavelength imaging. (a) System
schematics. (b) Imaging object.

expression of T, we obtained the corrected field distribution on the image plane as

shown in Fig. 5-8(c), which gives us recovered subwavelength image.

5.6 Summary

In summary, in this chapter, we developed the theoretical basis for the subwavelength

spatial band filtering and enhancement using a slab of material with slow sound speed.

The influence of parameters such as refractive index of the slab, the thickness of the

slab, as well as the damping factor are studied systematically. We also apply the

material slab to realize nearfield subwavelength imaging by combining the slab with

a phase correction method based on the theoretical derivation of the transmission

coefficient. Simulation results prove the effectiveness of the proposed subwavelength

imaging method. The material slab with deep subwavelength thickness and slow

sound speed can be used as the near-field spatial filtering component in future imaging

systems, as well as replacing the filter layer developed in the previous chapter about
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Figure 5-8: Subwavelength imaging process for an object composed of two beams with
20 mm length, 5 mm width, and 5 mm distance. (a) Image without the slab. (b)
Image with slab before phase correction. (c) Image with slab after phase correction.

far-field subwavelength imaging system. The next step of this work is to find or

fabricate materials that demonstrate slow sound speed. Potential candidates of such

materials or structures could be polymers that demonstrate low sound speed, or

porous structures such as sand and silicone rubber foam.
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Chapter 6

Acoustic direction-selective

transmission based on acoustic binary

phase gratings

6.1 Introduction

Direction-selective transmission, or angular-selective transmission, is useful in appli-

cations such as directional sensing, energy harvesting, noise control, etc. The trans-

mission of acoustic wave is angular dependent. Only waves in certain direction or

directions are allowed to transmit through the structure, while waves in other di-

rections are reflected or attenuated. Angular dependence of acoustic transmission

can be observed when the wave is propagating through a slab of material that have

different acoustic impedance from the surrounding background environment. At any

given frequency, the impedance matching condition is satisfied only when the incident

wave is at certain angle [146, 147]. However, this direction is frequency dependent.

When frequency changes, the angle that wave transmits through the structure also

changes. It is difficult to decouple the frequency dependence and angle dependence

of wave transmission, and further realize broadband angle selection. In optics, there

is an angle called Brewster's angle, at which light with a particular polarization
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is perfectly transmitted through the interface between two materials, regardless of

frequency. The concept of Brewster angle is utilized in both optics and acoustics

to realize frequency-independent angle selection [52, 148, 1491. However, in those

demonstrations, in addition to the Brewster angle, there are extended modes in other

propagation directions. So the frequency dependence for angular selection still ex-

ists. In [150], the authors utilize the overlapping of bandgaps of photonic crystals to

remove all the extended modes and experimentally demonstrated broadband angular

selection in optics. The angular dependence and the frequency dependence of the

wave transmission are successfully decoupled. The disadvantage of this work is that

it requires hundreds of layers of different materials. In optics, since the wavelengths

are relatively small, the total thickness of the structure is still tolerable. In acoustics,

especially in low frequency range, the wavelength is relatively large. So the total

thickness of the system is too big for fabrication and applications. Besides, once the

structure is fabricated, it is difficult to tune the selected angle.

In this work, we propose a new way to realize broadband direction selection. Our

system is composed of two layers of the binary phase gratings that can realize the

frequency filtering and direction selection at the same time. The proposed double-

grating structure removes the frequency dependence of the selected direction. Then

the broadband direction selection can be achieved by stacking multiple layers of the

double-grating structure. The direction of transmission can be tuned to anywhere in

the range of [0, 900] by simply adjusting the distance between phase shifters in one of

the gratings.

6.2 Direction-selective transmission based on wave

number conversion

The direction-selective transmission is achieved with two layers of the previously

designed acoustic binary phase gratings with different periods. The system utilizes

the fact that evanescent wave does not carry any energy from one grating to another
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Figure 6-1: Direction-selected sound transmission with two layers of gratings.
(a) System model and illustration of wave number conversion process for achiev-
ing direction-selection. P is the incident pressure. P is the pressure right after the
first grating. Pj is the pressure before the second grating. P2 is the pressure right
after the second grating. P2 is the pressure at 20mm away from the second grating.
(b) COMSOL simulated scattered pressure field for grating that selectively transmits
the incident wave number range [0.55k0, 0.75ko] (kG 1 = 1.6k0 ). The incident wave
numbers are k_, = 0.68ko, 0.4ko, and 0.9ko, respectively.

or to the far-field. As shown in Fig. 6-la, the first layer of phase grating will convert

the input wave P with wave vector k, 0 to P with k, 1 = kxo - kG1, where kG, = 27r/d1.

The wave Pj with Ikx, I < ko can propagate to the second grating that is distance D

away from the first grating, while the wave with IkxI > ko will decay. The distance

D is flexible as long as it is large enough to let the evanescent wave decay. In

our simulation and experiment, D is set as 38.5mm, which is half wavelength. The

second grating has grating period d2 = AO/1.9, corresponding to kG2 = 1.9ko, and will

convert P' to P2 through -1st diffraction. Only those waves P2 with kx, E (0.9ko, ko)

(kr, E (-ko, -0.9ko)) will be converted to kX 2 E (-ko, -0.9ko) (kx2 E (0.9ko, ko)) that

are propagative in the receiving side of the system. Considering the combination of
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Figure 6-2: Simulation of normalized transmission coefficients for gratings configured

for transmitting sound from different directions by changing kG 1 = 27/di.
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Figure 6-3: Experimental setup and results for direction selection with double grat-

ing. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Experimental results (dashed lines) of normalized

transmission coefficients for two configurations of kG 1, kG1 = 1.6ko and kG = o

compared with simulation results (solid lines).

the two layers, only the incident waves with Ik, 0 I E (kG, -ko, kG1 -09ko) will transmit

through the system, where kG, > ko. By adjusting kG1 in the range of [k0 , 2ko], the

transmission direction can be tuned to cover [0, 900].

We performed simulation for sound transmission through two layer of phase grat-

ing in COMSOL. The incident waves are plane waves with different incident horizontal

wave numbers k, 0/ko E [0, ko]. The two gratings have finite length (520 mm) in the

horizontal direction (x-direction), as in the simulation of the single layer. The dis-
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tance between two gratings is D = Ao/2. When d, = Ao/1.6, the simulated sound

pressure distribution at k, 0 /ko = 0.68, k10 /kO = 0.4 and k10 /ko = 0.9 are plotted in

Fig. 6-1b. When k-,/ko = 0.68, almost all the incident energy is transmitted through

the double-grating structure. When k, 0 /ko = 0.4, the wave becomes evanescent wave

after passing the first grating. Thus little energy is transmitted through. When

kxjk0 = 0.9, the wave becomes evanescent wave after passing through the second

grating. Again, little energy is transmitted through.

The transmission coefficient for each incident kxO is taken as the average value of

IP(x)l2 along a line at 20cm away from the second grating at the transmission side

of the system. The peak value of each transmission coefficient curve is normalized

to one. In Fig. 6-2, we plot the normalized sound transmission coefficient calculated

from simulation for different grating periods d, of the first grating. We can see that

the double-grating structure only select a narrow range of kx( that can transmitt

through. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each transmission peak is

around 0.2k0 . The selected k 0 is tuned to different locations by changing kG -

In order to further verify the direction selection behavior of the designed double-

grating structure, we fabricated two sets of double grating structures that select two

different directions at frequency f = 4500 Hz. The second grating layers in both sets

of the double-grating structures are the same, with grating constant kG2 = 1.9ko. The

first grating layer in one set has grating constant kG1 = 1.6k0 , and that in the other

set has grating constant kG 1 = ko. Each double grating set is put in a 2D waveguide

as shown in Fig. 6-3a. An acoustic line source is composed of seven transducers,

each having diameter of 2 cm. The incident plane waves in different directions are

generated by tilting the line source to different angles. The receiver scans a line of 20

cm close to the exit of the second grating layer in the double grating set. The receiver

will capture both propagating wave and evanescent wave that transmit through the

double-grating structure. The measured transmission coefficient is calculated as the

total energy in the propagating band (kx(, < ko) by spatial Fourier transform.

The measured acoustic transmission coefficients as function of the incident direc-

tion (kx,/ko) for the two double grating sets are plotted in Fig. 6-3b as the dashed
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curves. The direction k/ko takes discrete values from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.05.

The solid lines are the corresponding simulation results with direction step of 0.02.

Each curve is normalized by its maximum value. For each configuration, experimental

result shows that the double grating set selects the wave in the designed direction

range with FWHM of around 0.1ko, which is smaller than that of the simulation result

(FWHM of around 0.2ko). However we notice that the ratio of highest transmission

to lowest transmission (signal to noise ratio) in experiment is lower than that in sim-

ulation. This is mainly due to the influence of the thermal viscous loss and noise from

the reflection of multiple boundaries.

6.3 Decoupling of frequency dependence and direc-

tion dependence

We mentioned in introduction that most of the existing direction selecting structures

have highly frequency-dependent behaviors. Here we propose a way to decouple the

frequency dependence and direction dependence.

In the previous section, we achieved direction-selected sound transmission for a

single frequency (fo = 4500 Hz). Since we maximize the energy transmission by

exciting Fabry-Perot resonance inside the channels, and Fabry-perot resonance is

highly frequency dependent, we expect that the double-grating structure we designed

demonstrates large transmission only at the designed frequency and its harmonics.

In order to verify this hypothesis, we use COMSOL simulation to obtain the acoustic

transmission coefficient of the double grating structure as a function of both direction

and frequency, and put the results in a 2D plot of the frequency-direction space. Fig.

6-4d shows the results for the double grating designed for fo = 4500 Hz. We find that

the acoustic transmission not only localized in direction, it also localized in frequency.

It filters both the designed direction and frequency at the same time, which is not

common in existing acoustic filters in literature. By changing h, and h 2 , we can tune

the working frequency to other regions without influencing the direction selection.
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For example, in Fig. 6-4a-c, we plot the acoustic transmission in frequency-direction

space for three different combinations of h, and h2 , each selectively transmitting a

different frequency range from 4500 Hz to 5500 Hz at the direction k1 0/ko = 0.6.

Similarly, by changing the grating period, we can tune the selected direction without

influencing the frequency filtering. In this way, we decouples the direction dependence

and frequency dependence of acoustic transmission.

Taking one step further, if we stack three different double grating layers together,

as shown in Fig. 6-5a-b, we can get the broadband direction selection as shown in

Fig. 6-5c. At each frequency, only one double grating layer is transmitting most

of the energy through since the frequency is closest to its resonance frequency. The

FWHM of the direction selection (kr 0/ko) is around 0.2. Current simulation gives us

a bandwidth of from 4500 Hz to 5500 Hz. By stacking more layers of double-grating

structure, we can expand the frequency range. The largest frequency bandwidth

we can obtain using this method is from fmin to 2fm ai, where fmrn is the smallest

frequency in the working frequency band. Because the second harmonic of fm ij will

interfere with higher frequencies. There is another limiting factor for the number of

layers we can stack. The more layers we stack, the less the energy will be transmitted

by each layer. The energy efficiency of the designed system will drop with increased

bandwidth.

6.4 Summary

In summary, we proposed a new way to realize acoustic direction selective transmission

based on the previously developed acoustic binary phase gratings. The combination

of two binary phase gratings with different periods can block most of the incoming

wave except for the wave in one particular direction range, by utilizing the fact that

evanescent wave decays as it leaves one of the gratings. The selected direction can be

tuned by changing the period of the first grating in the double grating combination.

We showed that the proposed structure can select both a narrow direction range and a

narrow frequency band at the same time, thus decouple the frequency dependence and
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direction dependence of the acoustic transmission through it. We further demonstrate

the broadband direction selection using simulation by stacking multiple layers of

the double-grating structures, each layer designed to work for a single frequency.

The stacked structure can select one narrow range of incident wave direction over

frequencies in one octave.

Currently, the binary phase gratings are formed by narrow waveguide channels,

which has relatively large thermal viscous loss. The energy that can pass through the

double grating structure at the selected direction is only around 10% of the incident

energy. In the future, this percentage of energy transmission, or efficiency of the

system, can be improved by designing new way to realize the two phase shift values

in the binary phase grating.
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Figure 6-4: Simulated acoustic transmission as a function of incident direction and
frequency for double grating structures with different hi and h2 . (a) hi = 5.6 mm,
h2= 12 mm. (b) h, = 5 mm, h2 = 10.7 mm. (c) hi = 4.5 mm, h2 = 9.7 mm.
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

7.1 Summary

My PhD work is dedicated to exploring acoustic metamaterials and their applications

in acoustic sensing.

Two types of phase shifters are designed, one with constant time delay and the

other with constant phase shift as the frequency changes. Acoustic metamaterials are

designed based on the two types of acoustic phase shifters. Acoustic binary phase

grating, which is composed with only two discrete phase shift values generated by

curved waveguide channels (constant time delay), is designed to realize highly efficient

wave steering with much less complex structure compared to previous metasurfaces

for similar functions. The combination of two acoustic binary phase gratings with

different period demonstrates direction selection for a single frequency. The same

double-grating combination structure selects the frequency at the same time. This

is to our knowledge the first structure that selects direction and frequency at the

same time. By stacking multiple double-grating combinations, broadband direction

selection is demonstrated in simulation. This is to our knowledge the first method

to realize broadband direction selection in acoustics. Acoustic flat lenses for wave

focusing and steering, as well as broadband acoustic transmission and reflection con-

trol, are designed based on phase shifters with constant differential phase shift over

a broad frequency range. Most of the metasurfaces designed previously are based
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on the phase shifters that has constant time delay. Our acoustic flat lenses are the

first demonstration of acoustic metasurfaces based on unit cells that have constant

differential phase delay over a broad frequency range. The direct consequence of this

type of phase shifters is that the steering angles or the focusing locations of waves

having different frequencies are different. The proposed acoustic phase shifters, flat

lenses, and binary phase gratings are new devices for acoustic wave control that will

benefit future applications in acoustic sensing problems.

An acoustic subwavelength imaging and edge detection system is designed and

experimentally demonstrated. The whole system is composed of a transmitter in

the near field of the object and a receiver in the far-field. The transmitter and the

receiver are identical, each composed with the acoustic binary phase gratings and

additional filter layers formed by acoustic Helmholtz resonator arrays. The system

can select and project a narrow band of subwavelength spatial frequency informa-

tion from the near field to the far-field. Subwavelength imaging and edge detection

for 1D slit objects is demonstrated experimentally with 3D printed prototypes. In

our system, the travel distance of evanescent wave is greatly expanded compared to

previously existing subwavelength imaging systems. Resolution in far-field imaging

is largely improved. What's more, an alternative method to realize the filter layer

using homogeneous material slab with subwavelength thickness and slow sound speed

is proposed and explored in theoretical modeling and numerical simulation. The filter

layers in the subwavelength imaging and edge detection systems and the proposed al-

ternative here are the first explorations for near-field spatial filtering in acoustics. Our

effort in subwavelength imaging systems will benefit the fields of biomedical imaging,

non-destructive test, and acoustic communication in the future.

Soft tunable acoustic metamaterials based on hydrogel are proposed and demon-

strated by creating 1D channels in hydrogel. When the channels are filled with water,

the acoustic energy is nearly perfectly transmitted. When the channels are filled with

air, the acoustic energy is nearly perfectly reflected. Other transmission values can be

obtained by changing the filling materials (water/air/liquid metal) or filling ratios.The

propose hydrogel based acoustic metamaterial is a new approach and material sys-
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tem to achieve tunable acoustic properties over air-water-solid ranges and broadband

frequencies, which is inaccessible in existing acoustic materials.

7.2 Outlook

The work in the dissertation leads to several potential future research directions.

For the subwavelength imaging and edge detection system, currently the lenses

is ID line type structure. In order to obtain 2D image, the ID lenses need to move

and scan in another dimension. In the future, 2D lenses can be designed to capture

2D image without moving the lenses. Currently, multiple lenses are needed in order

to capture different subwavelength spatial frequency bands. In the future, the fixed

lenses can be made tunable so that a single lense can capture all the bands at demand.

Such tunable lenses can be applied to imaging applications that requires dynamic

configuration of the imaging resolution.

For the isotropic thin slab with slow sound speed for near field spatial filtering

and enhancement, the key is to find materials that have slow sound speed. Porous

materials are good candidates for slow sound speed material. However, they usually

have large sound absorption rate due to thermal viscous loss when wave travels inside

it. Finding materials that have slow sound speed and low viscous damping at the

same time is an important direction for future research.

For the acoustic binary phase grating for sound steering and the double phase

grating for direction selection, the major issue of current design is high thermal viscous

loss due to the narrow waveguide channels, especially when wave needs to pass through

two gratings. New realization for the phase grating is needed to increase the energy

efficiency.

For the hydrogel based acoustic metamaterials, currently we realized a thin sheet

with tunable acoustic impedance. The next step would be stacking multiple thin lay-

ers to create tunable phase gradient for broadband impedance matching. 2D patterns

can also be create for applications requires dynamic masks or structured acoustic il-

lumination, as shown in some preliminary work in Appendix D. Other mechanisms
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for tuning the material properties may be explored, such as the swelling, chemical

tuning, mechanical tuning, etc.

In general, the frequency ranges of currently designed metamaterials are in the

KHz range for airborne experiment and in 100KHz range for underwater experiments.

Those ranges are chosen for the convenience of fabrication and test in the lab. For fu-

ture applications in biomedical ultrasonic imaging or underwater acoustics, the sizes

of the system needs to be scaled so that the designed systems work for the corre-

sponding new frequency range. For example for the biomedical ultrasonic imaging

field, the working frequencies are usually at MHz range. Thus the features in current

systems need to be scaled to micrometer sizes. This puts high demand for advanced

manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing or metal casting. More study on the

influence of factors such as thermal viscous loss, geometry defects, nonlinearity, noise,

and so on during this scaling process is also needed.
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Appendix A

Acoustic subwavelength edge

detection in sand

Chapter 4 introduced the theoretical modeling, simulation and experimental demon-

stration of an acoustic subwavelength imaging and edge detection system. In the

experiments in Chapter 4, the fabricated lenses are placed in air and performed edge

detection for objects in air. In this chapter, I place the same set of lenses in a sandbox

and demonstrate edge detection in sand. This example demonstrate the potential to

apply the edge detection technique to oil detections in sand.

I I

Figure A-1: System schematic for sound speed measurement in sand.
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Figure A-2: Sound speed measurement results for 10 cm propagation distance in
sand. (a) The source signal and the received signal after propagating 10 cm in sand.
(b-c) Frequency spectrums of the source signal (b) and the received signal (c). (d)
Measured sound speed in sand as a function of frequency.

A.1 Sound speed in sand

First of all, the sound speed in sand is tested with the setup shown in Fig. A-1. A

pulse signal with one period of 9000 Hz wave is sent into the sand. A receiver is put at

different distances from the transducer to test sound transmission through different

distances. The results in Fig. A-2 are obtained when the distance is 10 cm. Fig. A-2a

plots the sound source signal and the received signal after propagating in sand for 10

cm. Fig. A-2b and Fig. A-2c plots the frequency spectrum of the source signal and

the received signal. We find that almost all the energy above 3500 Hz is attenuated

during the propagation in sand. Measurements in other distances show that sound
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Figure A-3: Experimental setup for edge detection in sand and the edge detection
result for a 25 mm slit. (a) Photo of the experimental system in sand box. (b) System
schematic for edge detection. (c-f) The received signal from the empty waveguide and
lensi, lens2, lens3. (g) Full image of the 25 mm slit. (h) Edges of teh 25 mm slit.

wave with frequency larger than 3500 Hz cannot travel more than 2cm in sand, using

current 4 ohm mini transducer with 20v-pp driving voltage. Sound speed in sand

is measured by comparing the phase delays at each frequency in the received signal

after propagating different distances in sand. The obtained sound speed is shown in

Fig. A-2d. Measured sound speed for wave in frequency range from 1500Hz to 3500Hz

is between 40m/s to 50m/s. This is much smaller than the sound speed in air (340

m/s).

A.2 Edge detection in sand

Then we performed edge detection in sand. The lenses, transducer, and receiver

are sealed by plastic membranes and buried in sand (Fig. A-3a-b). The previously
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fabricated far-field lenses work at 9000Hz. At 9000Hz, wave cannot propagate in sand

for more than 2 cm. So in the current setup in sand box, the transducer is put close to

the slit, and the slit is put in contact with the lenses, in order to minimize the sound

propagating distance in sand and further prevent strong attenuation. The decaying

nature of sound wave in sand makes the sand very good absorbing boundary layers.

Now continuous wave at frequency of 9000 Hz is used as the source signal, which is

different from the experiment in air that uses time-windowed sound (several periods

of 9000 Hz sound) as the source signal.

The edge detection result for a 25 mm acrylic plastic slit buried in sand is shown

in Fig. A-3c-h. The empty waveguide and the three lenses transmit the corresponding

spatial frequency bands from one side to the other side. The full image is obtained

by adding all four spatial frequency bands, and the edges of the slit is obtained by

adding the three high spatial frequency bands. The membranes that are used to seal

the lenses and transducers as well as the small amount of sand between transducers

and lenses greatly reduce the signal to noise ratio and distort the phase response. In

the future, if we modify the lenses so that they can work at frequency below 3500

Hz, or use transducer with higher power, we can achieve better signal to noise ratio

in subwavelength imaging and edge detection in sand.
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Appendix B

Sound speed measurement for

different soft materials

In this part I will introduce the experimental method to measure the sound speed of

different soft materials in water. We measure the speed of sound in the PAAm-alginate

hydrogel [1131 and elastomers over three different frequencies (i.e., 40 kHz, 200 kHz

and 1 MHz), representing the frequencies used in various applications. For instance,

the low-frequency ultrasound (from 10 KHz to 50 kHz) is frequently used for long-

range sonar or oceanic animal communications while the mid-frequency ultrasound

(from 100 KHz to 300 kHz) is usually used for high-resolution sonar or by some

animals (e.g., dolphins) [151]. For medical diagnostic ultrasound, higher frequencies

(1 5 MHz) are usually adopted [113, 152].

In order to measure the speed of sound of the hydrogels and elastomers, the trans-

mission ultrasound signals at three different frequencies (i.e., 40 kHz, 200 kHz and

1 MHz) were used. All measurements were conducted in the water tank using the

samples with size of 120 mm in width, 120 mm in length and 50 mm in thickness

(Fig. B-1). A pulse of central frequency (i.e., 40 kHz, 200 kHz and 1 MHz) was

generated by a signal generator (Tektronix) and sent to the transducer (CTG Model

ITC-1042 for 40 kHz, Olympus NDT ultrasonic transducers for 200 kHz and 1 MHz).

The signal passed through the sample and the transmitted signal was collected by the

hydrophone (CTG Model ITC-1089D for 40 kHz, Olympus NDT ultrasonic transduc-
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ers for 200 kHz and 1 MHz). The measured signals were sent to the computer through

the connected oscilloscope (Agilent) and the data were processed by MATLAB. The

data were plotted in the travel time vs. the measured signal amplitude curves (Fig. B-

2). The t = 0 corresponded to the time at which the ultrasound signal was sent from

the transducer and the signal amplitudes were measured by the hydrophone upon the

arrival of the transmitted ultrasound signals through the samples. The ultrasound

signals sent at each frequency had the same amplitude while the attenuation varied

among sample materials due to different acoustic impedance and viscous effect of each

material. At each frequency, the speed of sound in pure water was measured as a

control parameter. The arrival time difference, 6t = t2 - t1 of the received pulse after

passing through the sample and through pure water was obtained and the speed of

sound in the sample was calculated as

h h
t2 - ti - (B.1)

Cwater Csample

where h = 5 cm represents the thickness of the sample, Cwater represents the speed

of sound in pure water and Csample represents the speed of sound in the sample. The

acoustic impedance, Zsample of the hydrogels and elastomers were calculated from the

definition of the acoustic impedance as

'sample = PsampleCsample (B.2)

where Psample represents the known density of materials, and Csample represents the

measured speed of sound of materials. The acoustical reflection coefficient, R, at the

interface between water and the sample material can be calculated from the acoustic

impedances of materials by

R = Zwater - Zsample (B.3)
Zwater + Zsample

where zwater is the acoustic impedance of water, and Zsample is the acoustic impedance

of the sample material.

Tthe measured speed of sound is identical over these selected frequencies without
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dispersion for all sample materials. We have Chydrogel = 1485.7 m/s, Cecofiex = 983.4

m/s, Celastosil = 979.6 m/s, Csylgard = 1022.4 m/s. We found that the PAAm-alginate

hydrogel shows acoustic impedance, Zhydrogel = 1.487 x 106 Pa*s/m, which is only

around 1% different from the acoustic impedance of pure water (i.e., Zwater = 1.448 x

106 Pa*s/m) as the speed of sound inside the hydrogel and pure water and their den-

sity are nearly identical. As a result, the acoustic reflection coefficient between water

and the hydrogel is as low as R = 0.013. In contrast, elastomers have much lower

characteristic acoustic impedances than water (i.e., Zecoflex = 1.052 x 106 Pa*s/m for

Ecoflex, zeastos1 = 1.058 x 106 Pa*s/m for Elastosil and zsyIgard = 1.053 x 106 Pa*s/m

for Sylgard 184) regardless of their optical properties leading to much higher acous-

tic reflection coefficients against water than hydrogels (i.e., R = 0.158 for Ecoflex,

R = 0.156 for Elastosil and R = 0.158 for Sylgard 184).
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Figure B-2: Speed of sound measurements for pure water, PAAm-alginate hydrogel,
Ecoflex, Elastosil and Sylgard 184 [113]. The curves indicate the ultrasound signals
travel through the samples from the transducer to the hydrophone with the source

frequency of 40 kHz (a), 200 kHz (b) and 1 MHz (c). The t = 0 corresponded to
the time at which the ultrasound signal was sent from the transducer and the signal

amplitudes were measured by the hydrophone upon the arrival of the transmitted
ultrasound signals through the samples. The ultrasound signals sent at each frequency
had the same amplitude while the attenuation varied among sample materials due to

different acoustic impedance and viscous effect of each material.
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Appendix C

Acoustic Willis materials design,

fabrication, and testing

C.1 Introduction

Acoustic Willis material is a type of materials that couple pressure and momentum

to both strain and velocity. The Willis coupling gives an extra degree of freedom to

parameter space, which will benefit the applications such as impedance matching to

reactive loads, non-reciprocal devices, and metasurfaces with tailored reflected phase

response [70, 153, 154, 155]. Currently, large-scale fabrication of Willis material is

difficult because of the asymmetric details. Experimental demonstrations of Willis

coupling still lack. The goal of this work is to: 1) expanding the fabrication capability

of Willis material, 2) conduct simulation and experimental study of Willis material

to find better structure, better material choice, and more applications.

C.2 Governing equation derived from the mass-spring

model

The Governing equation for Willis coupling can be derived from an effective mass-

spring model, as shown in Fig. C-1. Here, mi and m 2 are the masses of two particles
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connected with a spring with spring constant k. Forces FL and FR are implemented

on m, and m 2 respectively.

and M2 .

61 and 62 are damping coefficients associated with m1

2A x

FL4

Loss factor 61

Figure C-1:

k
FR

factor 62Loss
X2

Mass-spring model for acoustic Willis materials.

The equations of motion for mi and m 2 can be expressed as:

mizi + 61j = FL - k(xi - X2)

m 2x 2 + 62 2 = -FR + k(xi -X2)

(C-1)

(C.2)

where x1 and x 2 are the displacements of m1 and M2 .

We define another four parameters. Volume strain is defined as E = X2. Net

displacement is defined as = X1x2 Net force is defined as p =FL-FR Pressure is
2 2Ax

defined as FL+F. Then the equations of motion become:

- ~M2 - M14 62 -61+kxe=(+')+ =tn
2 2

FL - FR = (in + M 2 ) + (62 + 61) + (n 2 - mi)Ax + (62 - 6i)Ax5

= 2Ax(Y + '+ 0+ + Oz?+ O'))

(C.3)

(C.4)

= 2Ax(p + $)

In Eq. C.3 and Eq. C.4, ) = q'+jw# and p = -y'+jwy, where 0' = 6
2-61 0 = M2-M

/ 62 +1 - m2+Ml
=2Ax< 2Ax
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As a result, we have the governing equations as:

- p = V' + rw (C.5)

p = p + pt (C.6)

is called Willis coupling coefficient. It contains both real part and imaginary

part. The real part is determined by the non-homogeneous distribution of loss in

system, and the imaginary part is determined by the non-homogeneous distribution

of mass. When mi = m 2 and 61 = 62, V) = 0. The governing equations become the

ordinary governing equation for homogeneous materials:

- p = KE (C.7)

P = p (C.8)

From governing equations Eq. C.5 and Eq. C.6, we can derive the effective impedance

as Z = Zo( l + iWV), where Zo = V-, and W = . There is no ' ' before the

Willis coupling term jW in the expression for effective impedance, which means that

Willis coupling will induce different behavior for wave incident from different direc-

tions.

C.3 Fabrication of acoustic Willis materials

The Willis coupling originates from asymmetric distribution of density/modulus /damping.

We developed three different ways to fabricate asymmetric structures that could

demonstrate Willis coupling. The first way is Willis material composed with asym-

metric air inclusions in PDMS matrix, as shown in Fig. C-2. The structure is fabri-

cated by curing PDMS on 3D printed template layer by layer and stack multiple layers

together to form a cube. The air inclusion has an asymmetric donut shape. The outer

diameter of the donut shape is 2mm and the inner diameter is 1mm with an offset

of 0.5mm. The background PDMS and the air inclusion can be replaced with other
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2
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Figure C-2: Fabrication of Willis material based on PDMS with asymmetric air

inclusions. (a) 3D printed template. (b) Put the 3D printed template in a container,

pour liquid PDMS into the container and cure to form one layer of Willis material.

(c) A picture of one layer of Willis material. (d) Willis material block formed by
stacking multiple layers. (e) A picture of the fabricated Willis material block.

materials such as water, elastomer or hydrogel. The second way is Willis material

composed with hydrogel and asymmetric cylinder arrays, as shown in Fig. C-3. The

asymmetric cylinder arrays provide the asymmetric distribution of density and com-

pliance for generating Willis coupling. The hydrogel matrix has exact same impedance

with water so does not generate extra scattering of the sound wave in water. This

type of structure has the potential to be used as underwater Willis material. The

third way is Willis material with rigid cavity and asymmetrically located scatter, as

shown in Fig. C-4a. This type of structure is fabricated by 3D printing techniques

using acrylic resin. The center cylinder is moved away from the center of the cavity

in order to create asymmetric distribution of density, compliance, and damping.

C.4 Simulation and experimental measurement

We performed simulation and experimental measurements to get the effective Wills

coupling parameters for the 3D printed Willis structure shown in Fig. C-4a. Simula-
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(c)
Hydrogel

(d)
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1/8 inch 50
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(e)

Figure C-3: Fabrication of Willis material based on hydrogel and asymmetric acrylic

plastic rod arrays. (a) Side view of the system model. (b) Top view of the system

model. (c) Acrylic rod arrays composed of one array with larger diameter and one

array with smaller diameter. (d-e) A picture of the fabricated Willis material in air

(d) and in water (e).

tion is performed with COMSOL. The structure is put inside a waveguide as shown

in Fig. C-4b. Narrow region acoustics feature is applied to the simulation model to

capture the influence of damping. The wave incidents from left to the right. From

Fig. C-4b we observe that the field amplitudes inside the cavity are different when

the wave incidents from different sides of the cavity. The S parameters (S1 1 , S2 2 , S12

and S22) are obtained in the COMSO1 simulation. Then the Willis coupling factor is

calculated as

W S 22 - Sll
ir

(C.9)

where r = /(i - S11S22 + S3 2 )2 - 2S,2. In experiments, the 3D printed structure is

put inside the acoustic impedance tube (Scantek BSWA SW series Impedance Tubes,
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TI
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(a)

(c)

impedance tube

Figure C-4: 3D printed Willis material with rigid cavity and asymmetrically located

scatter. (a) Geometric model (b) Comsol simulation of wave propagation through the

Willis material unit cell from two different directions. (c) Impedance tube measure-

ment model (d) Acoustic impedance tube.
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Figure C-5: Simulation and experimental results when the 3D printed Willis struc-

ture is put in air. (a-b) Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the simulated S 1 and S22

parameters. (c) Real and imaginary part of the simulated Willis factor. (d-e) Ampli-

tude (d) and phase (e) of the experimental Su and S22 parameters from impedance

tube. (c) Real and imaginary part of the experimental Willis factor.
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Figure C-6: Simulation and experimental results when the 3D printed Willis struc-
ture is put in water. (a-b) Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the simulated S11 and S22
parameters. (c) Real and imaginary part of the simulated Willis factor.

Fig. C-4c-d) to measure the S parameters, and the Willis coupling factor is extracted

using the same way as in the simulation.

The simulated and measured amplitudes and phases of S11 and S22 are plotted

in Fig. C-5a-b (simulation) and Fig. C-5d-e (experiment). The corresponding Willis

coupling factors are plotted in Fig. C-5c (simulation) and Fig. C-5f (experiment). the

simulation and experimental results match very well. The asymmetric distribution

of mass, compliance and damping in the cavity results in the amplitude and phase

difference in S1 and S22. The Willis coupling factor is the largest near the resonance

frequency.

C.5 Discussion

The same structure can demonstrate Willis coupling both in water and in air. Fig. C-

6 shows the simulation results when we put the same structure in water. Rigid

boundary is assumed for the structure. Similar behavior is observed for S11 and S22

parameters as well as the Willis coupling factor. Because the sound speed in water

is much larger than that in air, the frequencies shift to a higher range in underwater

simulation compared to simulation in air. For future underwater experiments, the

structure can be metal casted with aluminum, which has relatively large impedance

mismatch with water.

Our structure has good rotating symmetry. If we rotate the direction of the two
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narrow openings and the asymmetry of the cylinder location, we can change the

Willis coupling direction. In the future, this direction can be explored to design

tunable Willis coupling material for impedance matching, metasurface, cloaking, etc.
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Appendix D

2D water/air patterns inside 1D

hydrogel channels
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Figure D-1: Schematics for spatial sound modulator

There is a commonly used component in optics called spatial light modulator [156,

157, 158]. It is composed with micrometer-sized tunable unit cells that control

light transmission intensity and phase, thus generates some form of spatially vary-

ing modulation on a beam of light. Spatial light modulators are widely applied to

projectors, holograms, and other applications that need structured light illumina-

tion [159, 160, 161, 162]. In acoustics, there are also needs for generating structured
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Figure D-2: Genertate 2D water/air patterns in ID hydrogel channels. (a) Two sy-
ringe pumps controlled by computer that are used to inject air or water packets into
the ID channels. (b) The schematics for the method to generate preprogrammed wa-
ter/air series inside the hydrogel channels. (c-e) Pictures of the 2d patterns generated
inside hydrogel, taken underwater.

acoustic field distribution for applications in holographic imaging, acoustic levita-

tion, compressive sensing, etc. However, most of the acoustic amplitude or phase

modulators demonstrated so far are fixed structures [72, 73].

To fill this blank space in acoustics, we propose a new type of device called spatial

sound modulator. The spatial sound modulator is based on the hydrogel with embed-

ded ID channels introduced in the previous chapter. The schematics of the spatial

sound modulator is shown in Fig. D-1. It is composed on micro-structures or inclu-

sions embedded in hydrogel matrix. The acoustic properties of the micro-structures

or inclusions can be tuned individually.

In order to realize the proposed spatial sound modulator, we create 2D patterns

inside the previously fabricated ID channels embedded inside hydroge. We use two

computer controlled syringe pumps (New Era NE1000) to fill programed series of

water and air into each channel (Fig. D-2a-b). One of the syringe pump is loaded

with syringe that is filled with water, and the other one is loaded with syringe filled
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with air. The two syringe pumps operate alternatively at designed time period to

generate the preprogrammed series of water and air. In side the hydrogel channels,

the locations filled with water have transmission of 1, while the locations filled with

air have transmission of 0.

Fig. D-lc-e show 2D patterns we have created. Currently, the resolution of 2D

pattern is limited to centimeter. The pattern resolution can be increased by creating

finer channel size and by optimizing the control of air and water flow inside the

channels. This part can benefit from advanced manufacturing techniques for hydrogel

and the flow control techniques in microfluidics.
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